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ABSTRACT 

In early nineteenth century Lower Canada, a direct 
relationship existed between the colony's laws of employment 
and the nature of its economy. As the artisanal and 
manufacturing centre of British North America, Montreal, in 
the first third of the century, had a pre-industrial economy. 
Its legal treatment of the master/servant relationship was 
established and directed by masters, and drew heavily upon the 
spirit of the pre-industrial traditions of English common law, 
emphasizing the criminal liability of servants failing to 
respect contractual obligations. Montreal' s domestic 
servants, who were drawn from the poor and popular classes, 
and included mostly women and minors, were often at the 
greatest disadvantage in this legal system, because of their 
gender and economic backgrounds. Not only did their masters 
and mistresses have economic and social advantages, but they 
also controlled the legal system. 
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RESUME 

Au début du 1ge siècle, il y avait dans le Bas-Canada, 
une relation directe entre les lois de l'emploi et la naturp. 
de l'économie. Montréal, le centre de l'artisinat et de la 
production dans le premier tiers du siècle, avait une 
économie pré-industrielle. Son traitement l~gal de la 

A 

relation maitre-serviteur fut étabi et dtrigé par des 
maltres puisant à méme l'esprit pré-industriel des tradl
tions du droit commun, avec un accent sur la responsablllté 
criminelle des serviteurs qui ne [Rspectait pas les obllga
tions contractuelles. Dans ce système légal, les ser
viteurs, issus des classes pauvres et populaires lncluait 
surtout des femmes et des mineurs, étaient grandement 
défavorisés à cause de leur genre et de leur mllleu économl
que. Leurs maitres et maitcesses posséda ient des avantages 
économiques et sociaux, mais aussi le contrôle du système 
légal. 
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IN1RODUcnON 

In May 1822, Sarah Powell, widow of the late William Evans, yeoman and 

dyer, entel'ed notary Henry Griffith's, office. l'here she put her "x" at the bottom of 

a contract, apprenticing her 80ns John and Thomas into the service of Agnes Smith, 

the proprietor of the Montreal Herald. 1 When Smith died later that month, ber 

executors sold the paper to Archibald Ferguson and the contracts of both John and 

Thomas Powell were transferred to him. A year later, on the 12tb of May, Powell 

apprenticed her third son, Richard, as a domestic into the service of lawyer George 

Sage Henshaw. 2 In return for bis three years of faithful service, Richard was to 

reœive board and lodging from Henshaw. 3 

Undoubtedly, it was a great financial relief to Powell not to have to bear the 

full burden of support for her three growi.ng boys. While rumours about Ferguson's 

bad temper and reputation for mistreating bis apprentices, if she had heard them, 

surely might have disturbed Powell, she did have the consolation of knowing that at 

the end of their apprenticeships, John and Thomas would be joumeymen printers. 

May of 1824, however, threw the Powell family strategy into jeopardy. On the 

fifth of that month, John and Thomas were condemned to five days in the House of 

Corrections by a Justice of the Peace in the Court of Quarter Sessions for having, 

1 Greenlaw, Jane, Unda Lemaire, Peter Orr, Hélène Paré, Mary Ann Poutanen 
and Robert Sweeny, HirinK CODtract File of the Montreal Business History PrQject, 
(hereafter MBUP), Griffith,:# 4172,24-5-22 (Thomas Powell) and Griffith, :# 4171, 
24-5-22 (John Powell). 

2 MBHP. Daveluy, :# 675, 12-5-23. 

3 Ibid . 
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"deserted, left and abandoned" 4 Archibald Ferguson' service. Sarah Powell 

responded by hiring Richard's master, George Henshaw, to launch a civil suit against 

the master printer, on the grounds that her sons had been falsely and illegally 

cbarged with desertion and abandonment of their service. 5 Powell demanded L 

11.2.2 in damages, the maximum suit permitted in the Inferior Term. of the Court 

of King's Dencb. The case, initiated in November of 1824, was only settled five 

months later when Powell was awarded L 6.9.2 in damages. 

A complex mixture of French and Britisb legal traditions the court system 

Powell and ber sons confronted was class driven and controlled. Moreover, masters 

and mistresses had numerous opportunities to assert their legal dominance over their 

servants, because of ambiguities resulting from the presence of two systems of law. 

The legal status of apprentiœs, journeymen, and domestics was determined and 

reinforced by their masters through the law, among other institutions. This study 

examines the legal relationship between .nasters and servants subsequent to the 

formalization of their work and social relations by a notarial contract. It focuses on 

domestic servants with an empbasis on the legal aspects of their relationships to 

their masters and mistresses. The study also analyses the implications of these 

relationships for the structure of Lower Canadian society. 

The cboice of "domestic servants" as the focus for an exarnination oi the legal 

rig,hts of servants bas both logical and practical roots. In the period which most 

4 MIO, Sarah Powell v. Archibald Ferguson, :# 484, 22/11/24. 

( 5 Ibid. 
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Canadian historians associate with the beginning of the industrial revolution, 

domestic servants formed one of Montreal's Most important occuplltional groups. 

Jacques Viger's August 1825 census of Montreal, for example, placed almost one 

tenth of the city's population labouring in domestic service. 6 

On the more practical side, this study of domestic service in Montreal was 

facilitated by the documentation of domestic servants collected by the Montreal 

Business History Project. The Montreal Business History Project, or the MBHP, is 

a research collective which has focused its work of the past fourteen years on 

studying the transition in Montreal. Concentrating in part:cular on '..he 1820's, these 

historians have pioneered a new methodology for exarnining the past, which includes 

a systematic analysis of such sources as the notarial archives. In one of its most 

significant undertakings, several members of the MBHP-Jane Greenlaw, Unda 

Lemaire, Peter Orr, Hélène Paré, Mary Anne Poutanen and Robert Sweeny-

collected hiring contracts passed before notary in Montreal from 1820-1829 from the 

Archives nationales du Québec à Montréal. They transferred the content of these 

contracts in their unabridged and precise form onto "fiches", which they had created 

specifically for that purpose. The importance of the "fiches" and the transfer of the 

contract's content to il, cannot be underestimated in studying the pasto The "fiches" 

allow an individual to examine the exact content of the contract, but also have the 

advantage of organizing the contract s clauses in a manner which facilitates 

6 J-P. Bernard, P-A Unteau et J-e. Robert, "La structure professionelle de Montréal en 
1825," Rewe d'histoire de l'AmériQ.Ue frangUse. 30 (décembre 1976): domestiques dans 
les villes canadiennes au XIXe siècle: effectifs et conditions de vie," Histoire sociale/Social 
HistolY- 29 (Mai-May 1982): p. 85. 
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comparison and analysis. 

Included in the MBHP's hiring contract file were 132 domestic servant 

contracts, which 1 began to examine in the fail of 1985, in a seminar class. Contracts 

for the years 1816 to 1819 were generously provided for me by Claudette Lacelle of 

Parles Canada, who used them in the research of her work on domestic servants. 7 

Additional material collected by myself and others also made domestic 

servants an attractive choice. In the summer of 1985, as a part of an MBHP analysis 

of property relations in Montreal from 1816-1835, Gwen Schulman and 1 examined 

the records of the Montreal district Court of King's Bench in the Inferior Term for 

evidence of a servant's privileged claim to wages. The privileged claim to wages we 

were hoping to find involved the right of a servant or employee to back-wages due. 

The claim could be invoked if the master, mistress or employer failed financiaily, 

and, from what we understand, entitled a cl aimant to be compensated more 

favourably and before Many of the other creditors. Although we found no cases 

involving such a daim we did find 1,161 civil suits in which servants and employees 

pursued their masters and mistresses for unpaid wages. Among these, were 109 cases 

involving domestic servants suing for back wages. The evidence and statements 

provided in these cases revealed much about the masterjservant relationship, 

including some of the social and legal expectations each of the parties had. 

Further material collected by Mary Ann Poutane~ whose PhD work centres 

on an examination of prostitution in Montreal from 1810-1850, and who has 

7 Claudette Lacelle, Les domestiQlle en rniHeu urbain canadien au XIXe siècle (Ottawa: 
Lieux et parcs historiques nationaux Environnemant Canada-Parcs, 1987) and Claudette 
Lacelle, "Les domestiques dans les villes canadiennes". 
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systematically examined the records of the Quarter Sessions for this period, provided 

a glimpse into the connection between crime and domestic service. Cases Poutanen 

has collected show domestics, among others, being prosecuted for such crimes as , 

prostitution, theft and desertion. 

The choice of time period also has both practical and logical roots. The 

availability of material already described above pertaining to the early nineteenth 

century, made 1816-1829 a natural choice while, from an historical pGrspective, the 

period 1816-1829 bas significance for a number of reasons. It was a period in Lower 

Canada which was relatively free from the pressures of extemal, or disruptive forces. 

The War of 1812 was over and the colony's econon:..y and government were once 

again beginning to addl'ess civilian concerns, and, although the causes of the 

Rebellion of 1837 were already building in the 1820's, the violence and suspension 

of civilliberties which accompanied the Rebellion itself, were still only a dot on the 

horizon. Further, the massive immigration of Scots and Irish, which began in the 

1830's and continued through the 1840's and into the 1850's was still several years 

off. It was a phase in Lower Canadian history when Montreal was the manufacturing 

and artisanal centre of British North America. The province, both in urban and rural 

areas, was relatively prosperous, and the population stable. The period 1816-1829 

was devoid of major social upheavals, and thus provides a calm setting, more or less 

free of the crises that existed during periods of extreme economic and political stress 

for exarnining the legal relations between masters and servants. 
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The historiographicalliterature dealing with labour and the economy of Lower 

Canada in this period cm he divided into three broad schools. The Most intluential 

and the oldest of these three competing views, is that based on the work of sucb bis

torians as Harold Innis, Fernand Ouellet and H. Clare Pentland. Relying heavily on 

traditional methodology and sources, this school offered a masterfully remote vision 

of the popular class.· It suggested that the colony's economy was controlled and 

driven by externaI factors, with the principal role of Lower Canadians being that of 

consumers of European products. The second scbool of thought, cbaracterized by 

the work of sucb historians as Robert Tremblay, Jean-Pierre Hardy and David-Thiéry 

Ruddel, focused more on the labour of Lower Canadians, and their internaI economy 

than did the earlier school, but it too suggested that early in the nineteenth century 

the Lower Canadian economy was under assault from external forces, such as 
/ 

immigration and industrialization. 9 

More recently a third view of Lower Canada's past bas been proposed. The 

research of Joanne Burgess, Gilles Lauzon, Robert Sweeny and others, suggests that 

the Lower Canadian economy was far more resilient to externaI pressures than had 

• Harold A. Innis, The Fur Trade in Canada: An Introduction to Canadian Economie 
Histol)' (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1967), Fernand Ouellet, Histoire écoilOmiQue 
et sociale du Ouébec. 1760-1850 (Montreal: Fides, 1966) and H. Clare Pentland, Labour and 
Capital in Canada 1650-1860 (Toronto: James Lorimer and Co., 1981). For an assessment 
of the Lower Canadian historiography, see Robert Sweeny with the collaboration of Grace 
Laing Hogg and Richard Rice, 1&s relations ville/campa&JU;: le cas de bois de chauffil&e 
(Montreal: Montreal Business History Project, Groupe de recherche sur l'histoire des 
milieux d'affaires de Montréal, 1988), p.xxxvii-xlii. 

Il Robert Tremblay, "La formation matérielle de la classe ouvrière à Montréal entre 1790 
et 1830," Revue d'histoire de l' AmériQye ~aise 33 Ouin 1979), and Jean-Pierre Hardy 
and David-Thiéry Ruddel, 1&s ap.prentis artisans à Ouébec. 1660-1815 (Montréal: Presses 
de l'Université du Québec, 1977). 
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previously been thought, and that Lower Canadians themselves were integral to the 

development of an industrial capitalist economy. 10 The individuals who formed the 

Omadian working class were not exclusively, as other historians believed, immigrants 

from the United Kingdom, but rather included large numbers of the colony's popular 

class, art5sans and rurallabourers. Moreover, the variOllS examinations produced by 

these historians concerning Montreal's artisanal community, as well as the relatio-

nship between town and country in the tirst half of the nineteenth century, have led 

to the suggestion that Lower Canada's industrial revolution did not begin in the 

1820's, but took root in the 184O's. 

Tht: 1820'5 were not the beginning of the end for Montreal's fragile artisanal 

community; artisans were not sUllenly and tragically displaced by destitute im

migrants forced to perform mind-numbing, low-skilled, low-paying jobs. Rather, 

Montreal's artisans adapted to markets that were rapidly expanding throughout the 

city and the Otltlying agricultural areas. 11 ln the countryside, instead of ignoring 

market realities, and falling victim to ''backwards'' fanning habits, farmers were 

10 Joanne Burgess, "L'industrie de la chaussure à Montréal 1840-1870--le passage de 
l'artisinat à la fabrique," Rene d'histoire de l'AmériQUe franglise 31 (septembre, 1977): pp. 
187-210, Gilles Lauzon, Habitat ouvrier et révolution industrieUe: le cas du yilla~ St
Auptin Collections RCHTQ études et documents (Montréal: Regroupement des 
chercheurs-chercheures en histoire des travailleurs et travailleuses du Québec, 1989), Robert 
Sweeny, "Internai D-ynamics and the International Cycle: Questions of the Transition in 
Montreal 1821-1828" (PhD thesis, McGill University, 1985), Address given to the Sociéte 
Historique de Montréal by Robert Sweeny (November 1988), MBHP, and Robert Sweeny 
et al. Les relations ville/campa&ne. Among other historians who might be considered in this 
group are: Christian Dessureault, "La structure sociale dans les campagnes du Bas-Canada 
à la veille des Rébellions de 1837-1838" (Congrès de l'Institut d'histoire de l'Amérique 
française, 1987) and Sylvie Dépatie, Mario Lalancette et Christian Dessureault, 
Contributions à l'étude du Ré&ime SeiKPeurial Canadien (Montréal: Hurtubise HMH, 1987). 

11 Robert Sweeny, "Address to the Société Historique." 
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involved in commodity production. Economic and social differentiation became 

apparent amongst rural inhabitants as capital accumulation was achieved on a modest 

scale. Up until the industrial revolution, town and country were inextricably linked 

by mutually beneficial trading links. 

While the very earliest groundwork for the industrial revolution may have 

been laid in part in the 1820's, the revolution itself occurred much later. In his study 

of the village of Saint Augustin, and its development as a working class 

neighbourhood, Gilles Lauzon has shown that the area was just beginning to be 

transformed from an artisanal community into one dominated by industrial 

production in the mid 1850's. 12 Joanne Burgess, in her study of the shoemaking 

industry, aIso plots the beginning of the industrial revolution in the 184O's. She has 

demonstrated that the craft of shoemaking was transformed throughout the 1840's 

and 50's, as a result of imported technology and industrial capitalism. 13 The 

indus trial revolution in Lower Canada was fuelled by factors both internal and 

extemal to Lower Canada, and the working class which would drive its factories was 

drawn from amongst immigrants, as weIl as Canadians. 

The historiography dealing with dumestics in early nineteenth century Lower 

Canada is very limited. In a comparative study, Oaudette Lacelle has examined 

domestic servants in four major Canadian cities for the periods 1816-1820 and 1871-

12 Lauzon, pp. 15-18. 

(: 13 Joanne Burgess, "L'industrie de la chaussure." 
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1875. 14 In order to develop a picture of domestic service in Canada, Lacelle 

explored the relationship between masters and domestic servants in Halifax, 

Montreal, Québec City and Toronto by consulting a number of sources including: 

census returns, notarial contracts, wills, inventories after death, prison registers, and 

other judicial documents, private and family pa pers, architectural plans and 

newspapers. 

Bach time period is treated in separate sections of the study, but both are 

examined with a view to constructing a sociological profile of domestics and domestic 

service. Lacelle follows domestic servants from the time they entered service until 

they left, analyzing their social and economic origins as weil as those of their masters, 

their daily routines, their rates of compensation, their living conditions, and their 

relationship to their masters. Touching only briefly on the legal aspects of the 

" 
relationship between masters, mistresses and domestic servants, Lacelle writes, "la 

relation maitre-serviteur était plutot contractuelle: on s'engageait verbalement vour 

un mois ou deux puis on quittait une fois l'entente terminée." IS She aIso suggests 

that, in the period 1816-1820, because the master/servant relationship was 

contractual, and the demand for domestic servants outstripped the supply, domestic 

servants were in a position of greater equality with their masters than they otherwise 

would have been. 16 

14 Claudette Lacelle, Les domestiques. 

1$ Ibid., p. 82. 

16 Ibid., p. 83. 
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My research into the relationships of domestics and their masters and 

mistresses in the period, supports the directions emphasized by those historians who 

argue that the industrial revolution in Lower Canada took place later in the 

nineteenth century. The persistence of pre-industrial relationships wherein the 

master/servant relationship both legally and especially socially, was regulated by 

traditions and practices consistent with an artisanal economy and society, provides 

evidence for this the ory. 

A complicated and poorly understood combination of French civil law and 

English common law, Lower Canadian legal traditions were open to manipulation by 

élite members of society to preserve and reinforce their own economic and social 

status. Although each tradition was intended to govem separate aspects of Canadian 

law-the civil law to govem matters of a purely civil nature, and the common law 

criminal matters--in practice arguments were borrowed from each tradition to assert 

legal claims. 

The treatment of masters and servants provides a strong example of how these 

two traditions combined. Because the colony's economy was pre-industrial in nature, 

Engli"h treatment of masters and servants with its logic and purpose firmly tied to 

the economic conditions of pre-industrial England, was particularly well suited to the 

political and economic aims of Lower Canadian masters and mistresses. Common 

law and statutes were useful in maintaining status differences between various classes 

of people, while civillaw, could be employed either to reinforce the aims of English 

statute law, or to evade its less advantageous aspects. For instance, the contract of 
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employment could be used to reiterate status differences between masters and 

servants. Altemately, the absence of a formal contract could be used by a master or 

mistress to suggest that a servant was owed no compensation for work performed, 

because he or she had never been engaged to perform such labour. When compared 

with other labouring people, domestic servants were often at an extreme disad

vantage in this legal system, because many were females from less privileged 

backgrounds. Their gender, combined with their economic status relegated them to 

legally and socially institutionalized inferior positions when it came to confronting a 

master or mistress in court. 

With or without a contract, a servant was not considered a master's or 

mistresses equal either before or under the law. The law of contract of employment, 

which eventually, under industrial capitalism in Québec, eclipsed the importance of 

common law treatment of masters and servants, because it gave employers the 

freedom to organize their labour force according to the demands of industry, rather 

than the social and economic demands of a pre-industrial or industrializing society, 

was often either overlooked by masters and mistresses in pre-industrial Lower 

Canada, or simply used as a means to underscore the obligations and responsibilities 

masters, mistresses and servants bad towards one another, because of their status. 

In the chapters which follow, the methodology and sources used in this 

study will be examined. In addition, the origins of the legal tradition in which the 

notarial contracts and the civil suits operated, as well as the contracts and cases 

themselves will be examined. The exploration of Lower Canada's legal system is 

presented in order to give an understanding of the context within which the notarial 

" 
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contracts and civil suits functioned. It aIso serves to define the legal standing of 

domestic servants and their masters and mistresses. The chapters concerning the 

notarial contracts and the civil suits, examine the relationships of domestics and 

masters and mistresses from a legal standpoint. 
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CHAPTERONE 

QUESTIONING "TIME": SOURCES AND METHODOLOGY 

This chapter explains the sources employed in my worle, and how 1 employed 

them. The chapter is divided into three broad sections: the first explains my 

approach to sources in general; the second introduces the specifie sources for this 

study, and how they have informed the worle, and the third explains my methodology. 

1 should make it clear from the outset that 1 am a firm believer in the notion 

that my understanding of my place in the universe necessarily affects both my 

approach to, and concept of time. This is, 1 am weil aware, neither a revolutionary 

statement, nor a rnagnificently insightful observation, but it serves, 1 think, as a 

sensitive starting point to exarnining other spaces in time. As a historian, the 

corollary 1 would add to this theory is equally obvious, but bears articulation. The 

artifacts historians use to construct an image of the past are also products of a 

particu1ar time and place, and should be analyzed within the context of their 

creation. To do otherwise is to introduce concerns and considerations of another era, 

whlch must inevitably lead to faIse condusions. Our concerns, and our society's 

concerns are not inevitably those of our predecessors. With these twin principles in 

mind, it is c1ear that "sources" can only help us if we approach them in a particular 

fashlon. They should not be wrenched from the world which created them, nor is 

there any point asking of them questions that are peculiar to only our present. 
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Of the variety of documents 1 consulte d, two series stand out prominently: civil 

court cases collected in the Ministère de justice and notarial contracts found in the 

Archives nationales du Québec à Montréal. Other documents which have informed 

my perception of the rights of domestic servants in Montreal, but examined less 

systematically, include crirninal cas~s from the Quarter Sessions of the Peace, 

nominal directories for the period, as well as articles, advertisements and 

announcements from the Montreal ~. 

For the period 1816 to 1829, 1 located 109 cases which came before the 

Inferior Term of the Court of King's Dench for the district of Montreal, involving 

disputes over wages between domestic servants and their masters. Hearing cases 

concerning sums of not more than L 10 sterling, equivalent to L 11.2.2 current money 

of Lower Canada, this civil court was presided over by three justices and an associate 
/ 

justice. The court sat for a week to ten days six times per year. The system was both 

expensive and time consuming, and it is clear that domestics did not take their 

disputes to the judicial authorities on a whim. 

The paperwork generated by this court includes: affidavits, bills of costs, fiats, 

executions, oppositions, seizures, summonses and other assorted documents. The 

people involved in this procedure are also numerous, and include: the judges, the 

court's prothonotaries and clerks, lawyers for both plaintiff and defendant, bailiffs, 

sheriffs, occasionally arbiters, and, of course, the plaintiff and defendant. Because 

they provided the most information conceming the nature of a case, 1 concentrated 

on a systematic study of the summonses. 1 

1 While 1 could have attempted to link each step in a case together in order to create 
a complete picture of the case from summons to execution, this is aImost impossible, since 
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The summons is a single sheet of paper with a standard form printed on two 

sides. 2 Bach summons includes the names, occupations, and residences of the 

litigants, the date on which the summons was issued, the call number assigned to the 

case, as well as a brief description of the plaintiff's case; the latter is known as the 

"declaration". When women appeared before the court, their occupations, with rare 

exceptions, were not recorded in the official space left for such information, but 

rather their marital status-fille majeure, spinster, widow, or wife-was recorded. The 

reverse side of the summons bears a short, printed paragraph ordering the defendant 

to pay the amount demanded by the plaintiff plus the court costs, or eise to appear 

on a specified date before a judge to answer the complaint brought against him or 

her. Occasionally the plaintiff provided evidence to support his or her cla.im, and 

this was included with the summons. Less frequently, the defendant provided a 

defense which was also attached to the summons. When arbiters were called 

in, which occurred if the presiding judges believed that no decision could be made 

until the cause in dispute was more thoroughly examined, their report usually 

appeared. 

It is clear from the summons who took part in each case. Less clear, however, 

is the influence each of the parties wielded in the unfolding drarna. What role was 

pIayed by the Iawyers of the litigants, for instance, and how did the bureaucracy of 

the court system affect the resolution of a personal dispute? In more practical terms, 

finding the summons, the evidence, the entered defense, the judgement, the execution, the 
bill of costs, and the oppositions and seizures is aImost impossible, given the present 
organization of the judicial archives. 

2 For an example of a summons, see appendix 1. 
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did Mary Brooks, who sued her master Etienne Dorion for L 1.13.9 in 1825, reply to 

ber lawyer when asked about her occupation that she was, ''une fille majeure et 

usante de ses droits"? 3 Did her lawyer suggest that when in court they adopt a 

particular strategy to win the case? What happened to Brooks and Dorion once the 

case was settled? If a lawyer or a court clerk could influence what a person's 

dec1ared occupation would be, what influence did they have on the wording of the 

dec1aration? Although 1 have no simple satisfactory way of answering the question, 

the problem must be kept in mind, when forming a profile of the court system, the 

people it involved, and drawing conclusions about the society which supported such 

a system. 

As 1 analyzed the summonses 1 noted all particulars concerning the litigants, 

the plaintiff's declaration, the date of issuance of the summons, the case number and 

details of any annexed documents. As weil, 1 noted miscellaneous information a 

clerk might have jotted down on the summons including: the date of judgement or 

the case's outcome. Parts of the declaration were not transcribed verbatim if they 

repeated legalistic jargon already presented in the declaration. 4 

3 Minjstère de la justice du Ouébec (Hereafter MlQ), Mary Brooks v. Etienne Dorion, 
Il 255, 8-3-25. 

4 For example, when Nancy Kenady sued her master Charles Wilson, the declaration was 
worded as follows: 

The Plaintiff demands of the Defendant, the sum of three pounds ten shillings, 
currency, due to Plaintiffby Defendant on follow to wit: one pound, currency, 
for the work and labour done by plaintiff as a cook for the Defendant, at the 
instance and request during the whole month of December, 1824, and two 
pounds ten shillings said currency, also for the work and labour, done by 
Plaintiff in her s~d capacity of cook, for the Defendant, at bis like instance 
and request, during the months of January and February of the present year 
1825, which said sums amounting in the entire to the sum of three pounds, ten 
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My second major source was hiring contracts drawn up by Montreal notaries, 

involving domestic servants. Notarial contracts were two to three page documents; 

usually handwritten, there was the occasional printed contract. 5 The contracts begin 

by identifying the contracting parties by name, occupation, and residence, and then 

detail the duties of the servant in general terms. The delineated duties are usually 

a standard set of clauses in which the servant promises to the master or mistress to 

do such things as, ''weIl and faithfully serve, bis secrets shall keep, his lawful 

~ommands, from time to time, and at aU times willingly do, hurt to bim he shall not 

do or knowingly suffer to be done by others, ... ". 6 These duties are followed by the 

master's list of obligations. which may or May not include a wage, boarding, lodging, 

clothing, or drink. Occasionally special clauses would be included in the contract. 

A servant for example, might have the right to time off to practice bis or her religion; 

in other cases, servants promised to MOye to another part of the colony in order to 

serve their master or mistress. 

FinaUy, the notaI)' concluded the contract by stating the date and time it was written, 

and declaring whether the contract had been read to the signing parties. The parties 

shillings, currency aforesaid, lawfully due, the said defendant, did acknowledge 
and promise to paye 

.MJ.Q, Nancy Kenady v. Charles Wilson, #: 298, 10-3-25. When 1 transcribed the information 
from this declaration, much of the legalese was removed. Aspects pertinent to the case, 
such as the sum. in question, the nature of the work, and the length of time worked were 
retained. 

5 For an example of Ûle text of a contract and fiche, see appendix 2. 

6 MBHP, Henry Griffin, # 3367, 13-10-20. Many contracts include similar clauses with 
minor variations occurring from notary to notary. 
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were required to sign the document by placing either their signatures or marks at its 

end. Frequently an individual could not write bis or her name, and so made an "X" 

instead. The notary would duly note to whom each "x" was attributable. 

Eaeh contract was a product of the notary who wrote it, and the notary did 

much more than provide a particular handwriting or a flourishing signature. In a 

very fundamental way, the notary left bis imprint on the relationship of master, 

mistress and servant. While the contract itself provided a legal description of the 

rights and responsibilities of the parties involved, it was aIso an instrument of the 

state's legal system drawn up by one of its agents. The significanee of this is that the 

voices of the contracting parties are not the only ones from which we hear. It was 

the notary who transferred verbal discourse into a written document; bis words are 

very likely not the same words which either master or servant used to describe their 

relationship. The words are those of a professional, whose task was to provide a 

legal description of the parties' relationship. 

The reasons for whieh people went before notaries in the nineteenth century 

are not always obvious. Robert Sweeny has suggested that Many hiring contracts of 

the period share the common charaeteristie that they represent the contracting 

parties' decision to rely on civil authorities ta regulate their relationship, rather than 

any other authority present in their society. 7 One of the most important reasons 

Sweeny gives for the use of a notarial contract, is lack of familiarity between 

contracting parties, thus making recourse ta eommunity, familial, ethnie, or religious 

7 Robert Sweeny, "Internai Dynamics," pp. 98-102. 
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authorities to solve disputes less likely. 1 He aIso notes that contracts with unusual 

stipulations wherein a person was required to work outside of Montreal, to perform 

tasks outside of the master's regular trade, or to do work which was only part of a 

trade were also more likely to be passed before notaries. \1 

Several other sources have been consulted in this study including criminal 

cases drawn from the Quarter Sessions of the Peace. Quarter Sessions of the Peace 

were akin to a municipal court and were presided over by the city's Justices of the 

Peace. These men did not necessarily have any legal training or background, but 

were chosen principally because of their classa In the Sessions of the Peace, they 

heard cases concerning infractions committed against the police rules and regulations. 

The rules and regulations provided a leg? 1 framework for minor and local matters, 

such as municipal by-Iaws do in our society; in fact, in 1833 the newly incorpol'ated 

city of Montreal published a series of by-Iaws which had previously been known as 

the police regulations. 10 The police rules and regulations in force during the period 

1 Ibid., p. 100. In her work, Claudette Lacelle, has proposed that notarial contracts used 
to hire domestics were a means by which a master could ensure that bis domestic did not 
quit bis or service after only a few months. Oaudette Lacelle, Les domestiQJ.les. p. 46. 
While 1 would not reject this theory in all cases, 1 believe Sweeny's arguments are more 
applicable. If, as Lacelle bas suggested, desertion of service was a major problem in Lower 
Canada and the notarial contract was used to prevent such occurrences, one would expect 
to find Many more notarial contracts than exista 1 suspect that the "problem" of desertion 
is somewhat exaggerated in Lower Canadian newspapers and documents. 

\1 Sweeny, "Internal Dynamics," p. 101. 

10 These were publisbed under the name, Rè~es rèwemens . ordres et ordonnances de 
conseil de ville de Montréal, Montréal: Fabre, Perrault et Cie., 1833. In 1843, the same 
by-Iaws were re-issued with minor additions under the title, Collections des ordonnances et 
rèw,ements de Police en force danS la Cité de Montréal, Montréal: Louis Perrault, 1843. 
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included chapters on masters and servants and the regulation of their relationship. 11 

Infractions against the regulations were punishable by fine or imprisonment. Cases 

from the Sessions of the Peace were collected and their details entered onto 

specifically designed fiche by Mary Anne Poutanen. The information on the fiches 

include the names, occupations and residences of the parties involved, as weIl as 

verbatim statements made by deposants. While 1 have used this evidence to support 

my own research concerning master\servant relations, 1 have not analyzed the fiches 

systematical1y nor are they used as a mainstay in this study. 

For the years under examination, 1 also looked at the Montreal Gazette for 

reports on the Sessions of the Peace, news stories concerning domestics, and the 

outcomes of crirniDal cases\ as weIl as the classified advertisements; for the Most part 

newspaper information was anecdotal and useful primarily for "colour". Domestics 

only appeared in the paper for sensational behaviour-committing a crime or dying 

in a gruesome manner. Despite my anticipation of their usefulness, the classified 

advertisements turned out to be repetitive and uninformative. They were usually 

anonymous and provided only sketchy details of domestic positions. 12 

The notarial contracts and the civil court cases were chosen for the basis of 

this study for several reasons. The Most important of which is that both series 

Il Rè&les et rèllemens pour la Cité et Fauxbourp de Montréal, Montréal: James Lane, 
1817, pp. 136-147, and Rèlles et rèllemens pour la Cité et Fauxbourp de Montréal. 
Montréal: James Brown, 1821, pp. 44-46. 

12 For instance, the following advertisement appeared in the classifieds, "W ANTED - for 
a family in town, a boy capable of waiting at table, going messages. - Apply at this office.", 
Montreal Gazette, 7 ~Iay 1825. 
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identify ordinary individuals in the midst of making choices about their lives. When 

examined sensitively, they allow a researcher a glimpse at certain aspects of that 

decision making process. In contrast to sources such as census material and other 

nominallists, the notarial contracts and the civil suits testify to the reality of people 

determining their futures, and ultimately establishing their history. 

Notarial contracts give evidence of how the relationship between the 

contracting parties was intended to operate, while civil suits reveal in part what 

happened when some relationships broke down. They are of course, the product of 

a legal system and would not exist in their present form if not for that system. As 

such, they must be examined with the understanding that more than the two parties 

identified are involved. The third, in the form of a representative of the legal system, 

is always present and bis voice is audible. 

1 have chosen to treat the information found in the notarial contracts and the 

civil suits in separate chapters, because each deals with a unique facet of a particular 

sUce of reality. 80th series are the products of different processes and motives, and 

are best understood in relation to the forces which created them. Although Many 

would argue that a more complete, sociologically precise picture of domestics could 

be developed if the information culled from both sources were combined, 1 believe 

that at this stage such a methodology would probably lead to distortion, and a false 

sense of accuracy. 
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CHAYl'ER 1WO 

THE LOWER CANADIAN TREATMENT 
OF MASTERS, MISTRESSES AND DOMESTIC SERVANTS: 

ITS ORIGINS AND IMPUCATIONS 

This chapter defines the term "domestic servant", and explores the literature 

and theories which have led me to this definition. It also examines the rights people 

have as servants, while in the master's or mistress's service. The chapter is divided 

into four broad sections in order to accommodate each of these subjects. In the fust 

section, a definition of a domestic servant and a description of the legal theory 

behind this definition is presented. The second section examines the treatment of 

masters and servants under English and French legal traditions, while the third 

section concentrates on the Lower Canadian legal system, with a particular emphasis 

on how the spirit of English statute law and civillaw combined with local statutes to 

produce a uniquely lower Canadian method of handHng master /servant relations. 

In the fourth and final section, the dass implications of the Lower Canadian law of 

master/servant are explored. 

Lower Canada's legal system, tracing its origins to the French civillaw and the 

English common law, was dass driven and controlled. From the time of the 

Conquest, confusion swirled around the question of which legal tradition was 

legitimately in place. In the realm of master/servant relations, the opportunity for 

Lower Canada's élites to manipulate the situation in order to assert their dominance 

and control over their servants was ever present. Successfully employing civil and 

common law they were able to maintain and reinforce two streams of justice: one for 
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themselves and another for their servants. 

Defining who was considered a domestic servant in nineteenth century 

Montreal is not a simple task. The main difficulty lies in understanding the word 

"servant". In Montreal of the early 1800's, the terms "domestic" and "servant" were 

not synonymous. "Servant" referred to anyone who served a master or mistress, be 

they an apprentice tallor or a journeyman baker. A "domestic" was a specific type 

of servant, working within the master's or mistresses home or business. People 

defined as domestic servants in this study include anyone who served in a menial 

capacity, performing work and labour in and about bis or her master's or mistress's 

home, or business, where the work and labour performed were particu1ar to the 

maintenance of the master or mistress, or to the master's or mistress's home, or place 

of business. 1 

Because Lower Canada's legal system was rooted in both French and English 

legal traditions, 1 examined each system to establish this definition of "domestic". 

The two Most important sources in this task were the works of Pothier and William 

Blackstone 2. Pothier, whose study of civillaw was central in the interpretation of 

1 Although it might seem odd at first glance to inc1ude the master's, or mistress's place 
of business in this definition, it is not at ail inappropriate. Many domestics in the nineteenth 
century worked in inns, taverns, boarding-houses, hospitals, convents and other institutions. 
Their work and living conditions were of the same nature as their counterparts in private 
homes. 

2 M. Bugnet, Oeuvres de Pothier, (Paris: E. Plon, Nourrit et Cie. 1890) and William 
..,. Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of En~and, (London: The Revised Apollo Press, 
-«Jo. 1813). 
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French law in the early nineteenth century, began publishing bis work in 1769, while 

William Blackstone's study of the common law first published in the same period, has 

a similar reputation in English legal bistory. 

In trying to clarify the distinction between domestics and servants, Pothier 

noted that: 

On appelle serviteurs, des gens que nous avons à nos gages pour 
nous rendre tous les services que nous leur commandons de nous 
rendre, quo qu'ils soient préposés principalement à une certaine espèce 
de service. 

On peut être ainsi serviteur sans etre domestique; tels sont un 
jardinier ou un garde-chasse qu'un homme domicilié en ville a dans ses 
terres ... 

On appelle, oomestique les personnes qui demeurent en notre 
maison, et mangent notre pain, soit que ces personnes soient en même 
temps nos serviteurs, tels que sont des laquais, des cochers, cuisiniers, 
valets de chambre, maÎtre d'hôte~ etc, ... 3 

Pothier suggested that servants were people attached to a master and who were 

required to carry out bis lawful commands. The domestic was a particular type of 

servant who lived in the master's home, and who was not to be confused with other 

servants living under the master's roof such as apprentices. 4 Pothier's reference to 

apprentices is important and hints at the existence of a legal difference between 

various types of servants. This bierarchy is clearly evident in Montreal 

apprenticesbip contracts, wbich occasionally included clauses in which the master was 

forbidden from using bis apprentice as a domestic servant. The contracts of Henri 

Tessier and Félix Charbonneau, for instance, both stipulate that the apprentices were 

3 Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 441. 

4 Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 441. 
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not to perform any housework. ' 

Troplong, a post-revolutionary commentator on French law, expanded on 

Pothier's argument that certain people living in their master's home could not be 

considered domestics, when he wrote : 

Ces personnes ne se louent pas: elles n'engagent pas leur personnes; 
elles font un travail honorable et libéral, et pour le surplus, elles ne 
sont pas dans la dépendance de ceux qui les emploient; elles rendent 
des services, mais elles ne servent pas . 6 

The Most significant aspect of both Troplong's statement, and Pothier's inference 

concerning status amongst servants, is the distinction they make between those who 

render services and those who enter service, engaging their very person. The 

domestic fell into the latter category, and as such was considered a dependant of the 

master to whom he or she was hired out. Secretaries, chaplains, librarians, and 

others, in contrast, hired to the master their professional or intellectual services, 

rather than their bodies. 

William Blackstone aIso distinguished between servants and domestic servants. 

In bis explanation of private economic relations, he argued that the master/servant 

relation was one of three great relations which might arise in private life. 7 

Domestics, he explained, were the tirst of four types of servant. Other categories 

$ Tessier, an eighteen year old apprentice taylor, was promised by bis master George 
Filgiano that he would not be ordered to perform, "aucun ouvrage que celui relatif au 
métier de tailleur, et ouvrage de la boutique, bien entendu qu'il n'entrera pas l'eau, le bois 
et ne faires autres affaires de la maison". (MBHP. Doucet, :fi: 9743, 13-5-22). Félix 
Charbonneau, an apprentice butcher, was promised that he would not have to perform any 
work other than that pertaining to bis trade, (Mlll:if, Cadieux, # 461, 8-11-21). 

6 M. Troplong, Droit civile expliQUé (Paris: Charles Hingray, 1855), pp. 485-486. 

7 William Blackstone, p. 426. 
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included: apprentices, labourers hired by the day or by the week, and servants "pro 

tempore".· Servants "pro tempore", as Blackstone was quick to point out, were 

individuals who through no fault of their own temporarily found themselves in a 

financial position, requiring that they serve some master. Such people chose to enter 

service and were not compelled by law to do so as other individuals were. 

Blackstone characterizes them as a: 

species of servants, if they May be so called, being rather in a superior, 
a ministerial capacity; such as stewards, factors, and bailiffs, whom 
however the law considers as servants "pro tempore", with regard to 
such of their acts, as affect their master's or employer's property. \1 

In bis description of domestics, day labourers and apprentices, Blackstone made it 

clear that these people were required to serve others, because of their economic 

situation and could be legally compelled to accept the status of being servants. Uke 

Pothier, Blackstone believed that in the hierarchy of selVants, domestics were the 

most humble category with the lowest social status. 

In Blackstone's England. the law regulating the masterjservant 

relationship was a collection of statutes, with the Elizabethan Statute of Artificers 

and Apprentices of 1562 and the Poor Laws of the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries, comprising its backbone. The thrust of these statutes was to give the 

parishes the means to deal effectively with the destitute, and working poor, as weIl 

as to control the country's labour supply. Among other important directives, the laws 

• Ibid., pp. 429-431. 

9 Ibid., p. 427. 
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empowered Justices of the Peace to legally force the poor, or as they were labelled 

in the Statute of Artificers and Apprentices, "those with no visible effects", 10 to work 

for a master. Justices of the Peace also had the power to compel the children of the 

poor to be apprenticed. In effect, the poor could be legislated into the status of 

servants. They were given no choice in the matter and refusal to abide by a Justices' 

decision, or the masters' cornmands could result in criminal sanctions. Blackstone 

clearly emphasized that any fallure to serve the master or mistress according to bis 

or her directions was a crirninal act. 

In sharp contrast to the common law, Pothier's interpretation of French civil 

law emphasized that the master/servant relation was one involving contractual 

obligations and responsibilities. Althoug1J quite c1early from Pothier's description of 

them, servants were not their masters social equals, the absence of a law forcing one 

individual to serve another implied that, from the legal standpoint, their relationsbip 

was one established freely. At the base of the master/servant relationship, therefore, 

was the contract of service. The rights and obligations of each party emerged from 

the contract and any disrespect of the contract's stipulations could be remedied 

through the civil courts. The common law posited the rights and obligations of 

masters and servants in the statutory law and provided criminal sanctions for its 

contravention. Any contract which might exist between master and servant could 

be enforced by an appeal to criminal law. 

_ 10 Cited in Otto Kahn-Freund, "Blackstone's Neglected Child: The Contract of 
f ~ Employment," The Law Ouarterly Reyiew 93 (October 1977): p.511. 
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ln Lower Canada it was unclear which legal system should predominate and 

both civil and common law principals were employed by lawyers in presenting their 

arguments. The confusion over which legal tradition was to prevail in Lower Canada 

began in 1759 with the Conquest. Under military rule Many institutions of New 

France remained in place, and inhabitants were assured that the status quo would be 

maini.ained. 

The Royal Proclamation of 1763, however, put an end to that status quo, 

when the British government assured prospective settlers, "the enjoyment of the 

benefit of the laws of our realm of England". 11 Contemporary English legal scholars 

questioned the Crown's right to proclaim English law in Lower Canada, and jurists 

asserted that no such right existed, and that as a result French civil law was still in 

effect. 12 The sense of confusion was intensified further, because it was not clear if 

the introduction of British legal institutions also involved the reception of statute law, 

or if the '1aws of England" referred simply to procedural and case law. In spite of 

this growing confusion over which legal system was legitimate, Govemor James 

Murray, in 1764, began establishing British legal traditions in Canada by replacing 

New France's court system. The new court system was based on the English model 

with small concessions made to the French system. In 1774, this direction took 

another sharp turn. 

11 Hilda Neatby, Ouebec. the Revolutionaxy Aie. (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart 
Ltd.), p. 47. 

(' 
v 12 Ibid., pp. 47-48. 
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It had become increasingly clear to Lower Canada's British adm;nistrators 

througbout the 1760'5, that implementing the common law was an impossible 

undertaking in a colon y with a tradition of French civil law, and with a population 

accustomed to this tradition. Under the Québec Act of 1774 an attempt was made 

to address the problem when the legal system was remodelled to include major 

aspects of both French civil law and English common law. Civil law was 

reintroduced to be applied to all matters involving disputes of a civil nature, while 

the common law was retained to deal with criminal cases. However, the extent to 

which common law was introduced continued to he left vague. In contrast, it was 

made plain that the civillaw to be applied was the law which had been in application 

in New France. Any changes made to France's legal system after the Conquest were 

not to be applied in Lower Canada. The court system, however, both for criminal 

and civil matters, continued to he based on the English model. So, while civil law 

was once again officially in use, it operated largely within the confines of English 

procedural Jaw. The result was that civil and common law became inextricably 

bound in Lower Canada. The two traditions did not simply exist side by side, but 

were so linked to one another that they created a new, uniquely Lower Canadian 

tradition. After 1774 this legal system was altered and amended locally by statutes, 

leading to a further intertwinement of the civil and common law traditions. 13 

13 In 1784, for example, the law of Habeas Corpus was introduced, (Statutes of Lower 
Canada 24 Oeo. III, c. ili, 1784). In the following year the civil courts were again 
restructured, and trial by jury in certain commercial cases was introduced (Ibid., 25 Oeo. m, 
c. ü, 1785). With the division of Canada into Upper and Lower Canada in 1791, the courts n were reshaped once again in 1793 (lbid., 34 Geo. m, c. xi, 1793). Other reforms would 

.... again alter the legal system of Lower Canada over the next decades. 
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Masters and mistresses were well placed in this system, because they had the right 

to draw from each tradition when attempting to resolve master / servant disputes. 

The door for them to capitalize on this situation was opened wider still when it 

became apparent that, depending on one's point of view, either the civil or common 

law could be applied in resolving master/servant disputes. If the articles of the 

Québec Act were followed to the letter, civillaw should have been applied to resolve 

contractual disputes between masters and servants, since these disputes were 

questions of contractual rights and obligations. The matter, however, was not that 

simple. The introduction of common law for criminal cases muddied the waters 

considerably, since under common law breaches of civil contracts could be punished 

crirninally. 

In 1802, Justices of the Peace for the district of Québec expressed their 
/ 

frustration over the confusion concerning which legal tradition should be applied to 

resolve master/servant disputes, and in a petition sent to the colony's assembly 

wrote: 

... les lois d'Angleterre au sujet des batards, journaliers, apprentis et 
domestiques, si elles sont en force dans cette province ne paraissent 
point à vos suppliants entièrement adaptée à ces circonstances locale!;, 
et vos suppliants sont souvent très embarassés pour remédier aux 
plaintes portées devant eux contre les personnes de cette dénomination 
faute d'une loi précise et claire qui puisse les guider. 14 

In the same year, merchants in Montreal and Québec City demanded in separate 

petitions that the Assembly resolve the confusion over the issue of masters and 

14 Cited in Jean-Pierre Hardy and David-Thierry Rudde~ I...es ap-prentis ArtisanS, p. 89. 
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selVants. 15 In the petitions, it was argued that because of the existing system, 

numerow, individuals were forced ta labour, "under Many severe and weighty 

grievances from the deficiency of the laws for the government and management of 

apprentices, journeymen, or servants ... ". 16 

The petitions were heard and a bill to regulate the relationship between 

masters and servants was introduced in the assembly in 1802. On March 29 of that 

year, a report and resolution were submitted by the committee ta whom the bill had 

been referred. With time in the legislative session rapidly running out, the 

committee suggested that the lengtby, complex bill be put aside for the moment, and 

a shorter, temporary measure be adopted. 17 

Acting on the committee's suggestion, the Assembly quickly adopted a law 

giving the province's Justices of the Peace the power to create, "Rules and 

Regulations to restrain, rule and govern. • .Apprentices, Domesticks, Hired-Servants 

and Joumeymen". 11 In its preamble, the law expressed what was becoming a 

commonly reiterated therne amongst masters and mistresses from all classes; "great 

inconveniences and disadvantages result to the community, agriculture, commerce 

and trade~men of all descriptions, from the inefficacy of the laws presently in force". 19 

It is not surprising that the legislature gave to the Justices of the Peace the power 

lS Journal of the House of Assembly of Lower Canada, 1801-1802, pp. 10~ & 124. 

16 Ibid., pp. 104 and 124. 

17 Ibid, p. 354. 

Il Statutes. 42 Geo. m, c. xi, 1802. 

19 Ibid . 
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to oversee the relationship of master and servant. Justices of the Poace were aImost 

invariably drawn from amongst the colony's professionals and merchants, and were 

usually themselves masters. This statute not only allowed masters to dictate what the 

legal treatment of master/servant relations would entail, but it also placed them in 

the position of overseeing how it would be implemented. 

Moreover, giving Justices of the Peace the task of regulating the 

master/servant relationship dovetailed nicely with practice in both the civil and 

common law systems. In Great Britain, as has been noted, the Justices of the Peace 

had long been responsible for overseeing a number of statutes, inc1uding the 

master/servant relation in the guise of the Poor laws and the Statute of Artificers 

and Apprentices. For anyone in lower Canada who believed that English statute 

law should have been adopted to deal with masters and servants, the act of giving to 

the Justices of the Peace the power to regulate this important relationship was a tacit 

admission that if the English statutes did not apply in Lower Canada, the procedure 

for dealing with servants and its punitive consequences did. 20 To those who believed 

that civillaw should be applied to master / servant relations, the fact that masters and 

servants were being dealt with through the police regulations was at least partly 

consistent with practice in New France. 21 Not only did the Lower Canadian method 

20 The question of whether English statute law applied in English colonies was frequently 
the subject of debate in coloniallegislatures. In Upper Canada, the issue over whether the 
English law of master/servant applied was finally resolved in 1847, when the legislature 
enacted a master /servant law, "identical in its policy to the ...... 
eighteenth-century English statutes, although differing somewhat in detail". From Paul 
Craven, ''The Law of Master and Servant," in Essays in the History of Canadian Law, ed. 
David Flaherty (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1981), p. 183 . 

• 21 According to John Dickinson, in New France, the regulations of the police, and the 
police themselves, were under the jurisdiction of several authorities, inc1uding the Govemor, 
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of handling master/servant relations support the class aims of the men who created 

it, but it also brought the civil and common law closer together. It clarified the right 

of masters and mistresses to prosecute their servants througb the criminal courts, as 

weil to sue them through the civil courts. 

Evidence 1 have found suggests that in the period 1816 to 1829, both civil and 

common law wer~ applied to resolve master/servant disputes. Masters and 

mistresses could cboose to bave their servants prosecuted for violations against the 

police regulations and they could sue their servants for breach of contract. In 

contrast, servants had only the civil courts in whicb to redress their grievances against 

their masters and mistresses. 22 

the Intendant, the Sovereign Council, la Prévoté de Québec and seigneurial justices. Among 
one of the first ordonnances passed by the Sovereign Council was a regulation whicb 
prohibited domestics from leaving or deserting their masters' service, and made it illegal for 
tavernkeepers to sell domestics drink. From "La Police en Nouvelle France," McGill Law 
Journal. 32, (July 1987), p. 500. 

22 There were two exceptions to this rule. According to the police regulations of 1817 
a master or mistress could be fined up to L 10 for not giving bis or ber servant or employee 
notice that he or she would not be rehired. A master or mistress might also be fined if he 
or she took bis or her servant or employee out of the province contrary to their agreement, 
or to tbe gervant's parents agreement witb the master or mistress. The 1817 regulations also 
mention that a master, mistress or employer may bave a complaint brought against tbem for 
the following: cruelty or severe usage, refusai of necessary provisions or apparel, if obliged 
by agreement to furnisb such things, illtreaunent towards the servant, or disobedience in 
respect to any two or more Justices's of the Peace orders (art. 3). Significantly tbere was 
no mention of imprisonment for masters or mistresses. (Rè~es et rèi1emens. 1817). The 
measure was dropped in the regulations of 1821, as was the reference to taking a servant 
out of the province. (Rè&les et rè&lemens. 1821). By then such dropped articles were being 
handled by the courts as felonies, in the case of ill-treatment and cruelty (ie. assault), and 
breacb of contract for other cases, sucb as the fallure to pay wages. 
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Several possibilities help to explain why a master or mistress might opt for 

criminal courts over civil courts; he or she could choose to make an example of a 

servant by having him or her spend several days in the House of Corrections; a 

master or mistress would also find it faster and cheaper to bring a servant before the 

Justices of the Peace, rather than incur the ~ost and time involved in pursuing a 

servant through the civil courts, who would probably not have the means to pay bis 

or ber debt if judgement went against him or ber. For whatevtf reason, it is evident 

that servants were brought before Justices of the Peace for matters whicb clearly 

involved breacb of contract. Angelique Debone, a school mistress and widow of 

Toussaint Taillefert, was sllm"lloned, along with ber minor son, 

Toussaint Taillefert an apprentice joiner, to appear before a Justice of the Peace on 

October 8, 1816. Debone and Taillefert were ordered to answer charges laid by 

Louis Martineau, master joiner, accusing Taillefert of having deserted and 

abandoned Martineau's service. ~ The summODS makes clear that a notarial contract 

existed between the parties and that desertion of service without permission or 

legitimate cause ran contrary to the contract's stipulations. Two otber cases in 1816 

reveal the same pattern: breach of notarial contract by a servant was resolved before 

Justices of the Peace. li 

~ MJ.Q, Summons of the Weekly Sessions of the Peace, Angelique Debone and 
Toussaiant Taillefert, defendants, Louis Martineau, deponent, 3-10-16. 

li MJQ, SummOLJ of the Weekly Sessions of the Peace, Joseph Beckwith, defendant, 
Benjamin Whitney, deponent, 18-5-16, and similar summons involving George Herny Hart, 
defendant, Josepb Nickless, deponent, 14-10-16. 
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There existed a single group of servants, according to Montreal's police 

regulations, who could not be brought before any authority but a civil one in case of 

breach of contract. Such servants included any apprentice legally bound to serve an 

apprenticeship, who had paid a biniling fee exceeding L 30.:as In cases of complaint 

for damages or for breach of contract, these apprentices and their masters and 

mistresses had to seek resolution in a civil action. Apprentices whose notarial 

contracts involved binding fees of L 30, or more were alm.ost invariably apprenticed 

into élite professions such as the law or medicine. They were strikingly reminiscent 

of Blackstone servants "pro tempore", and Pothier's higher servants; a domestic 

servant's contract would never have had an apprenticeship fee of L 30. 

There was nothing at aIl irregular about resolving a contractual dispute 

through the civil courts either in the common or the civil law, and, in faet, it 

presaged what would later become the norm in Lower Canada. What was unusual, 

however, was the selective nature of the article. The article provided the élite 

amongst masters and mistresses with a means of keeping their peers out of the 

cnrninaJ courts. 

In contrast to the options of the master and mistress, the servant's recourse 

was essentially lim.ited to the civil courts for breach of contract. li he or she went 

to the authorities accusing the master or mistress of having committed a criminal act, 

it was as an ordinary citizen. The master/servant relationship had no legal bearing 

on the outcome of the case. 

For the period 1816 to 1829, 776 cases were found in which servants and 

:as RèiJ,es et rèiJ,emens, 1817, p. 140, art. 4 . 
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employees sued their masters for wages owing.:l6 Domestic servants were involved 

in 109 of these cases. AlI the domestic servant cases involved at least a claim for 

wages and eleven of these also involved a claim for damages. Of the suits which 

included damages, five made mention of wrongful dismissal, two of slander, another 

two of assault, and the last two of personal effects either retained or undelivered. 

In addition, there were a further seven cases found in which domestics had not 

expressly sued for damages, but in which they claimed they had been wrongfully 

dismissed. 

When a master or mistress and their servant met in any court in Lower 

Canada, be it civil or criminal, the master or mistress had an institutionalized legal 

advantage. Both before and under the law the master and servant were treated very 

differently. Masters and mistresses had the full force of both the criminal and the 

civil law on their side, while servants had essentially only the civil. As one of the 

most humble groups of servants, domestics were at an extreme disadvantage in the 

Lower Canadian legal system. 

( 
36 Based on information gathered from the study Gwen Schulman and 1 undertook for 

the MBHP. 
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In this chapter, domestics and domestic service are presented from the 

perspective of notarial contracts. Bach contract provides us with an idea of the 

obligations and responsibilities the signing parties promised to respect, but they also 

give a sense of the social and legal relationship the master or mistress and their 

servant expected to abide. From an examination of the backgrounds of the masters, 

mistresses and servants as retlected in the contracts, the focus of this chapter turns 

to an analysis of certain aspects of the domestic's world, including why individuals 

entered domestic service, the nature of the relationship between servant and master 

or mistress, and the fate of domestics once their contracts had expired. Finally, the 

legal implications of the contract, and how they related to the Lower Canadian 

treatment of masters and servants is described. 

Because the information presented in this chapter is drawn almost exclusively 

from the notarial contracts, it should be stressed that the characterizations and con-

clusions made are specific to the source. To extrapolate from these findings that ail 

domestic servants in Montreal from 1816-1829 share the same characteristics, is to 

suggest that the individuals cited in the contracts are representative of a larger group. 

This is simply unknown. While domestics with notarial contracts May share many 

similarities with the greater population of domestic servants in Montreal, this cannot 

be verified until the greater population is studied . 
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Domestics with notarial contracts formed a very small portion of Montreal's 

total domestic servant population. The reasons for which these people were involved 

in notarial contracts is not clear, however, it is likely that those who entered into 

such contracts did so as a result of some slightly unusual circumstance: master and 

servant might not have been related through any of the regular community links, such 

as social, religious or ethnic ties, thus making the regulation of their relationship 

through such institutions less probable. These domestics might also have been 

requested to perform duties not normally associated with their positions, or the they 

May have been entering into a more unique master /servant relationship--as in the 

case of quasi-adoptions-for which the less formai links of the community were ill 

prepared to serve as regulatory bodies. Because these domestics were hired by 
/ 

notarial contract, they were at least in this sense not "typical" of the general domestic 

population. What other differences, if any, existed between these domestics and their 

counterparts without contracts is uncertain. 

In 1825, according to census materia!, domestic service in Montreal was 

dominated by young women and minors. l The work they performed was menial and 

the status of their occupation was low. No formal training was necessary to enter 

l Claudette Lacelle, "Les domestique dans les villes," pp. 186-187. In bis examination 
of the Viger census of 1825, Matthew Farfan found that of the 455 households which he 
located with domestic servants, 464 of the domestics were females, and 316 were males. 
The exact breakdown is as follows: 264 minor females, 188 adult females, 12 females of 
unknown age, 127 minor males, 185 adult males, and 4 males of unknown age. 
Unpublished study by Matthew Farfan in, 'The History of Montreal Seminar," (McGill 
University, 1985). 
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domestic service, although an individual was expected to either learn bow to perform 

the labour required of them., or to be in possession of such skills a1ready. The tasks 

required of them were specifie to the running of a home, wbether they worked in a 

house, office or institution, and included such labour as; cleaning, laundering, 

cooking, shopping, carrying water and wood to the house, and nursing the sick. 

Of the domestic servants with a notarial contract, 127 involved minors, and 

53 involved adults. Z Each contract, in its opening paragraphs, usually identified the 

contracting parties by name, occupation and residence. When a minor was involved, 

bis or ber parents or guardians, were identified as one of the contracting parties 

along with the master or mistress. Background concerning the minor, such as bis or 

her age was often noted as weIl, and the parents or guardians of the minor were 

responsible for the minor's fulfiJJment of the contr"ct's obligations. In contras t, a 

servant of majority age-twenty-one-entered into bis or her contract as a legal 

person, and thus no details concerning bis or ber age or parents were necessary. The 

principle exceptions to this rule were married women. They could not act on tbeir 

own legal bebalf and could enter into contracts only with the consent and 

authorization of their husbands. A woman gained the rigbt to act on ber own behalf. 

if sbe were separated from ber husbands as to property; ü she had a court decree 

authorizing her to do so, because ber husband had abandoned ber; if she were 

Z For a list of aIl domestic servants, their parents or guardians, masters and mistresses, 
see appendix 3. 
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widowed; if she was a spinster, or if she were a marchande publique. 3 In this series 

of contracts, two married women entered into domestic service contracts with their 

husbands. 

Minors with notarial contracts for the period 1816-1829 included fifty-eight 

boys and sixty-nine girls. Their ages ranged from one and a half months old to twenty 

years, with MOst entering domestic service in early adolescence (see appendix 4). 

The occupations, or legal status of their parents emphasize that the minors did not 

come from privileged backgrounds (see table 4A). Moreover, it is evident that sorne 

children were placed in domestic service, because of their destitute state. For 

example, the contracts of both William and Eleanor Brown, two children who had 

been orphaned and placed in the city's poor house were entered into domestic 

service by their tutor Christian Wagner, himself a director of the Poor House. 4 It 

is also evident that not every domestic and bis or her parents were poor. In sixte en 

cases, fathers of domestics declared that they were artisans, varying from blacksm.iths 

to sawyers. While it is clear that domestics were not from wealthy familles, it is 

equally clear that not all were paupers who found themselves in domestic service 

through desperation. 

3 This is not an exhaustive list of the reasons for which a rnarried woman might be 
allowed to act on her own legal behalf, but simply a list of sorne of the more common 
reasons. 

4 MB6P. Doucet, :# 10234, 4-12-22 (Eleanour Brown) and Griffin, #: 4444, 22-1-23 
(William Brown). 
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TABLE 4A 

OCCUPATIONS, OR LEGAL STATUS OF 1 , 
PARENTS A.lt.JD TUTORS OF MINOR DOMESTICS 

ART'SANS NU\~BER 

.5Cacksntith 4 
Cabindtnakcr Z 
Carpc.nfer 1 
Atcista J cUter , 
..Ata..son (, 

S~er 3 
5 fu,.cinafeer z, 
,rutor 1 
Journctjman 1 

SERVICES ~ PoPULAR CLA5S .. J3a.i1ifT 1 
~. ~- Carlir Z .'~ .. 
~ 

Gru-dener z 
lrmkeepel: 1 
.Kecper çf (\, EVUll SfnbLc. 1 
'former 5n!c!i.è? J 
lfada- 1 
V04nqettr 2, 

.(abour.cr.or jDurnalier 36 

rARA~ER 10 ., 
YEO!~t~N Z, 

\\llDO\V z+ 
RELATIVE \\!iUt unY~oi'~'fl. 

oc.cuprui.on 11 

, n TUTOR 10 
1 

- --~ -=:=-...=:=:=-.=... ~ .. 
TOTAL 121 
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TABLE4B 

OCCUPATION, OR LEGAL STATUS OF ADULT DOMESTICS 

'SERVICES -l'OPULAR CLASS NUM~ 

D.onwstic 5ervont Z 

~ 
1 
Z 

i~r or .JoUmalier ~ 

1)\~fR f 

WJFf -- CO .. uatering stNi«,.,..u., if. 
1hcir 1wsln~ 

SPI NSTER. Z 

UNKNOWN 11 

'-OTAL 53 

Of the adult domestics who signed notarial contracts less can be discemed 

than is the case with their young counterparts. The contracts are divided between 

forty-seven men and six women. There is nothing which can be qualified as 

characteristic of the women, with only four involved in contracts by themselves, and 

two in contracts with their husbands. Of the first four women, two were identified 

as spinsters, while the other two were identified only by name. The two married 

women, Anna Phelan and Peggy Clooness, are identified simply as the wives of 

Michael Carey and Thomas Kelleen respectively.' They and their husbands entered 

, MBHP, Doucet, /1 9871, 4-7-22 (Anna Phelan), and ANOM Doucet, /1 3846, 2-10-16 
(Peggy Clooness). 
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domestic service together. 

Male domestics with a declared occupation were drawn primarily from the 

popular classes (see table 4B). Only two, John Bakon and Jean Baptiste Mousseau, 

stated that their occupation was that of a domestic, 6 while the others were almost 

aIl labourers and journaliers. 

The wages domestics received, according to the notarial contracts, were not 

at aIl high, especially in comparison to an artisan's wage. 7 Because there were few 

adults, either male or female, who signed notarial contIacts it is not very useful to 

speak of an average wage for the periode In addition, since Many people were payed 

at least in part, if not wholly in kind, the monetary value attacbed to their labour is 

not easily discemed. Adult males in the period received anywhere from five shillings 

and fivepence per month to a high of L 4.10.0 per month, according to the contracts, 
/' 

while the minor males' wage varied from one shilling and onepence to L 1.15.0 per 

month (see appendix 5). Minor females were usually compensated for their labour 

in kind, and when they did receive wages they were frequently lower than those of 

6 MBHP.. Doucet, :# 12153, 11-11-24 (John Bakon) and ANOM, Prevost, no:#, 28-4-17 
(Jean Baptiste Mousseau). 

7 Claudette Lacelle bas suggested that wages of domestics compared favourably with 
those of other Lower Canadians, 1&s domestiqyes. pp.51-52, but evidence from the judicial 
archives indicates that a domestic's wages were often lower than those of artisans and 
labourers. In 1823, for instance, blacksmith James Johnston was payed five shillings per day 
(MlQ, James Johnston v. William Ludlum, 94, 23-06-23). In the same year, plasterer 
Edward Gain was payed two shillings and ninepence per day (M.IQ, Edward Gain v. Thomas 
Foley, 652, 11-09-23), while apprentice joiner, Pamphile Ethier was payed one pound per 
month (MJQ, Gabriel Ethir;r v. Léon and Louis Aubertin, 253, 12/11/23). Spinster, 
Christine Haggard, a domestic in the service of William Binley was payed one pound per 
month (M.lQ, Christine Haggard v. William Binley, 34, 13/03/23). Wages cited in notarial 
contracts support this position (see appendix 4B). 
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any other group of domestics. The four women domestics in this study received a 

wage, with the highest being the large sum of L 4.10.0 per month and the lowest six 

shillings and eightpence per month. 

Children were far more likely to receive no compensation for their labours 

than were adults. The fact that they were being trained to serve, in part explains 

their lower, or non-existent rate of monetary compensation, but as weIl the parent's 

financial status May have played a role. Widows and tutors negotiating contracts to 

enter childre:n into domestic service, were more likely than any other occupational 

or status group to be denied compensation in wages or goods. Of the thirty-four 

widows and tutors representing minors, twenty-two signed contracts in which the child 

was promised no financial, or material compensation at the end of their service. The 

lack of financial resources of some widows combined with their gender, probably 

gave them less bargaining power in negotiating a contract. The tutors, although all 

males with apparently sound financial resources-master artisans, professionals, 

merchants-were aIso amongst the group least likely to negotiate an apparently 

advantageous contract for their minor charges. The tutors were probably less 

interested in the futures of the minors in their care, and, in Many cases, were at least 

a little anxious to relieve themselves of the burden of caring for them. 

Most servants, their parents, or guardians signing contracts before Montreal 

notaries were from Montreal or its neighbouring suburbs. Dnly thirty-one domestics 

or guardians and parents of domestics claimed residency outside of Montreal or its 

suburbs. 
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The 165 masters and 26 mistresses who appear in the contracts are also 

identified by name and usually occupation and resldence. In eleven of the twenty-

six contracts in wbich 'Romen appear, they are mentioned in conjunction with their 

husbanùs as the mistress of the domestic being hired. In six of these contracts, the 

wives, although mentioned by name at some point in the contract, 1 neither signed 

the contract, or were present at its signing. The fifteen women who signed contracts 

on their own (one woman signed two contracts) were all widowed or single. Two 

women, Augusta Infield and Ann Cuthbert Knight, declared an occupation; Infield 

was a dressmaker-milliner and Knight was a schoolmistress. 9 The other mistresses 

were simply referred to as a wife, widow or spinster. The absence of large numbers 

of women in these notarial contracts as mistresses, bides the reality of household 

management. In MOst cases, it would have been the mistress who was responsible 

for overseeing the work of the domestic, although the contracts, because they are 

rooted in a gender-biased legal system, malee it appear as if the master managed the 

labour of the housebold. 

Frequently, more is often known about masters than is known about their 

wives and domestics, with a number of these men being listed in business directories 

of Montreal. Still others are known through their financial affairs and dealings. The 

1 Andrew Rainsford's wife, for instance, is mentioned in the contract signed between her 
husband and Patrick Donnely binding Donnely's daughter to the Rainsford's, only in relation 
to the servants duties. It is stipulated in the contract that Bedie Donnely, the servant was, 
"to make her master bene fit, to avoid bis dommage (sic), to obey him and Mistress 
Rainsford in whatever will be ordered to her". ANO-M, Latour, no no., 7-9-18. 

9 MBHP. Doucet, #: 11387.5,22-1-24 (Augusta Infield) and ANOM, Griffin, :# 2761, 1-
9-19 (Ann Cuthbert Knight). 
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difference in social class as reflected through the given occupations of masters and 

servants is telling. Masters, as is indicated in table 4C, are drawn in great part from 

the professional and merchant c1ass, with tbeir numbers in both the artisanal and 

popular class low. 

The residency patterns of the masters and mistresses are similar to those of 

their servants, with most living in the city of Montreal and its suburbs. Clearly, the 

need for domestics in Montreal was fil1ed by labour present within tbe city. , 

TABLE4C 

OCCUPATION, OR LEGAL STATUS OF MASTERS AND MlSTRESSES 

NUJ.i&R 

1 
1 

3 
Z 
1 
1 
1 
Z 
1 
1 
1 
Z, 

6 
f 
f 
Z 
8 
( 

1 
1-
Z 

1 
f 
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decision. From the content of the contracts, there appear to be several obvious 

motivations for choosing domestic service rather than any other trade or occupation. 

Poverty, as has been noted, forced some parents and tutors to place a child 

into domestic service. For poor parents or guardians, the domestic service contract 

could function as a type of adoption, by wbich the master or mistress assumed partial 

responsibility for a minor without becoming bis or her legal guardian. When Lisey 

McDonald accepted David Thompson into her service in January 1826, 10 David was 

no more than a month and a half old His widowed mother, Elizabeth Pitre, had 

placed David into McDonald's service, because, as the notary had written in the 

contract, "elle se trouve dans le moment actuel rédcite dans un état de grande 

pauvreté et incapable d'élever son fils David Thompson". Il Pitre had agreed to leave 

David in McDonald's care until he was twenty-one, and she promised that if she 

rec1aim.ed him before the contract expired, sJe would repay McDonald for her son's 

upkeep. David Thompson's case wa~ obviously a quasi-adoption. Pitre had been 

allowed to maintain the maternal rights over ber infant son, "que la nature et les lois 

lui donne", la but the responsibility for bis upbringing and education, as weIl as the 

right to dispose of bis labour as she saw fit, belonged to McDonald. 

Pélagie Larochelle appears to have found herself in a position somewhat 

similar to Elizabeth Pitre's. Also a widow, Larochelle had two small daughters, four 

10 MBHP, Cadieuy., :# 1, 3-1-26. 

Il Ibid. 

12 Ibid. 
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year old Mary Margaret Porteous, and six year old Pélagie Caroline Porteous. 

Larocbelle's late busband bad been William Porteous, and ber two daughters were 

placed in bis fami!y's service. Mary Margaret was placed with ber grandparents, 

William Porteous and Julia Griffin, while Pélagie:; Caroline was placed with ber unc1e 

and aunt, James Porteous and bis wife Caroline Northedge. James Porteous pledged 

to treat young Pélagie with, "tous les soins et attention qu'un bon père doit à ses 

enfans (sic)," 13 provided that sbe performed work around the bouse, and behaved 

towards James Porteous and bis wife, "comme si elle était leur propre enfant". 14 The 

contract signed between William Porteous and Julia Griffin with Pélagie Larochelle, 

was not so patemalistic in tone as that between Larochelle and James Porteous. 

There were no stipulations concerning special treatment of the child, and tbe only 

clause in the contract whicb rang with even an echo of familial endearment was one 

in wbich Porteous and Griffin promised to "procure unto [Mary Margaret Porteous] 

a good bouse education in as far as [she] will take up same, and cause ber to learn 

bousework of an description". 15 No mention was made of wby Larocbelle placed her 

children into the service of ber busband's family, but judging by their young age, tbe 

fact of Larochelle's widowhood, and the adoption like qualities of Mary Margaret's 

contract, it is likely that Larochelle could not afford to raise the girls herself, and so 

left them until their age of majority with their wealthy relatives. The domestic 

service contract served to outline the tutorsbip roles of the Porteous family in raising 

Il MBHP. Barron, :# 4369, 29-4-26. 

14 Ibid . 

15 MBHP. Doucet, :# 13248, 9-1-26 . 
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tbeir granddaughter and niece. It was an intra-familial arrangement which, because 

it was fonnaHud by notary, suggests that some distance or tension prevented Pélagie 

Larochelle from working out a more informal arrangement with her in-Iaws. 

Of the 127 servants who were minors, forty-five were represented in contracts 

by a widowed mother, a brother, a grandfather or a tutor. The number of cases in 

which a child was apparently adopted, or was to be treated as one of the master"s 

own children number sixteen, and in fourteen of these cases the children involved 

had lost either one or both of their parents. For a parent or guardian, domestic 

service could be used as a form of adoption with the master or mistress accepting 

many parental responsibilities. One of its greater disadvantages, however, was that 

the master or mistress often had the right to tr~fer the contract of the minor to 

someone else without the consent of the parent or guardian. 16 ln a number of 
/' 

contracts, parents or guardians relinquished to the master or mistress the right to 

dispose of the minor's labour. 

Domestic service also afforded familles with an economic strategy for survival. 

The decision to place a child into service of any kind, be it smithing, tailoring, or 

domestic, should not he understood as an isolated spontaneous choice within the 

family. It should he seen rather, as a part of larger family strategy. An examination 

of hiring contracts for the 1820's, reveals that some parents of domestics chose to 

place a domestic's siblings in apprenticeship to other more prestigious, lucrative 

trades. George Copping, senior, for instance, placed bis thirteen year old son George 

16 Claudette Lacelle notes that the right of a master to transfer a service contract comes 
out of the ancien régime, and was used primarily to satisfy a master's debt. Claudette 
Lacelle, Les domestiques, p. 81. 
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Copping, junior into Henry Leodel's service for three years in 1820. 17 Two years 

later, the senior Copping apprenticed bis second son Cha les to shoemaker Joshua 

Bell for seven years. II The money saved by the Copping family by having the young 

George serve Henry Leode~ May have helped to pay Charles' binding fee as an 

apprentice shoemaker. 

ln the case of the Thistlethwayte family, eldest son James, junior was placed 

in David Stansfeld's service in 1825 as a domestic servant. 19 James was then almost 

thirteen, and, according to bis contract, he was to remain in Stansfeld's service for 

three years. Two years later, however, he was released from bis contract and 

apprenticed as a furrier to Samuel Davies.» James served Davies until bis age of 

majority in 1833. In that same year, bis younger sister Elizabeth was placed into 

Rosanna Hogg's service as an apprentice dress-maker and milliner by the recently 

widowed Mrs. Thistlethwayte. 2l The apprenticeships of the two Thistlethwayte 

children were obviously not separate and isolated occurrences in the life of the 

Thistlethwayte family. Placing James in Stansfeld's service May have helped 

financially to secure bis later apprenticeship with Davies. In mm, James 

Thistlethwayte, jr's graduation to journeyman furrier in 1833, May have helped his 

mother in apprenticing the seventeen year old Elizabeth with Hogg. 

17 MBHP, Doucet, :# 7618, 30-5-20. 

II MBHP, Lukin, :# 268, 18-2-22. 

19 MBHP, Doucet, :# 12919, 6-9-25. 

» MBHP, Lukin, :# 1374, 10-9-27. 

al MBHP. Blackwood, :# 128, 29-4-33. 
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Domestic service relieved parents of a financial burden and in a handful of 

cases may have permitted them to gain income. While the minor was in service, a 

parent normally did not provide board and lodging, washing or clothing. Domestic 

service also had the advantage that a child could be placed into it for short periods 

of time. Some parents placed their children into service for as little as six months. 

In periods of particular financial stress, it may have been possible to place a minor 

into service, and, at the very least, reduce family expenditures. Further, because 

there was little to 110 financial investment made by the master or mistress to train a 

domestic servant, and in most cases no binding fee was paid, 22 it was an occupation 

which was easier to enter than many others. 

Domestic service could also function as a sort of educative institution. 

Particularly where adolescent girls were concemed, some of the skills learnt while 

in domestic service would be useful in later married life. A number of the contracts 

of the girls include clauses which made reference to educating the young domestic 

in the arts of housekeeping. Huldah Conklin, a twelve year old girl in the service of 

William Himsworth as a servant, was promised that she would he taught, "the 

management of housekeeping in its different branches". 73 Annie White, Joseph 

Laurent's domestic servant, was also promised a domestic education. Laurent 

promised that Annie would be taught, "reading, writing and sewing in bis own family, 

22 ln this series of contracts only one mentioned a binding fee to be paid by a domestic's 
parents. 

D ANO-M, Doucet, :# 3571, 30-1-16. 
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also to teach her the duties of a housewife". 3t In all, seven contracts of minor 

females were specific in their obligation to teach the domestic the skills of a 

housewife. 

It is more difficult to ascertain the reasons for which adults entered domestic 

service, since there is so little information in their contracts concerning their familles. 

The wages earned at such a job, and the fact that a domestic often was required to 

live with the master or mistress, would have impeded many married men and women 

with familles to support, from making such work their first choice. It was an 

occupation which, because of its demands, was often better suited to single people. 

The exceptions to this were married couples who entered domestic service together, 

working in the âame household. These were usually childless, or older couples. 

Of the adult males with notarial contracts only two declared that their normal 

occupation was that of a domestic servant, while most others said that they were 

labourers or journaliers. It may have been that domestic service provided these men 

with employment when they were not employed as day labourers. 

Of the women, particularly those who were single or widowed, domestic 

service provided a respectable means of supporting themselves. With few 

occupational opportunities open to them, domestic service was a common choice for 

women. It might help prepare a woman for married lüe, or use the skills she had 

leamt as a wife, and it fit into a patriarchal view of society in which a woman's 

function was to support the natural order by maintaining the home. 

3t MBIiP. Griffin, 1/ 3103, 20-4-20. 
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There were any number of paths a domestic might take after having 

completed bis or her service, and some had more choices open to them than others. 

Gender and financial resources were important determinants in the options available 

to a domestic. A woman's most obvious choices included marriage, apprenticeship 

to one of a few select trades such as dress-making and millinery, prostitution, or 

continuing on in domestic service. Male domestics had more occupational options 

open to them, because of their gender. The series of domestic contracts studied, give 

some indication ta the actual and possible fates of domestic servants. 

Renewal of service with the same master or mistress or someone else was 

probably quite common. Marianne Densher, a domestic servant for Ernest Idler, 

entered her master's service at the age of eight in 1824. 25 Her father had contracted 

with IdIer that Marianne would remain in Idler's service until she was eighteen. 

Marianne completed the full ten years of ber service, and spent an additional ten 

years serving IdIer's family. In 1844, at the age of twenty-eight, Marianne Densher 

and Ernest Idler, "declared mutually and reciprocally eacb ta have fully performed 

the duties imposed upon them by the foregoing apprenticeship to their entire 

satisfaction, and do therefore mutually and reciprocally release and discharge each 

other from aU claims by reason thereor.:16 None of the other contracts make note 

of such an occurrence, but occasionally it must bave happened that, like Marianne 

Densber, a domestic remained with bis or ber master or mistress after the notarial 

contract had expired. Because it was not necessary to retum to the notary to 

25 MBHP, Griffin, # 5450, 25-11-24. 

:16 Ibid. 
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continue the relationship, many servants rernaining with a master or mistress at the 

expiry of their contract would have gone unrecorded by official documents. 

Sorne servants-especially females-were marrying while in service, or sbortly 

thereafter. A number of contracts of minor girls specifically note that either the girl 

was not to many while in service, or that if sbe did, the contract would be cancelled 

or made null and void. Marie Anne Cerat dit Coquillard bad a clause of the latter 

type in her contract. Her master, Antoine Dubord dit Latourelle, bad agreed that 

if Marie Anne, "trouvait à se marier avant d'avoir atteint sa vingt et uniéme année 

qu'alors elle serait libre de se marier et de sortie de chez le dit Sr. Dubord lequel 

s'oblige de la décharger d'alors du présent engagement". 11 Emilie Trudeau, Austin 

Twiss' servant girl, was forbidden to marry before the expiry of ber contract, and ber 

rnother and father, Marie Louise Papineau and François Trudeau promised that, "in 

case the said Emilie Trudeau sball elope from Austin Twiss' service François 

Trudeau and Marie Louise Papineau oblige themselves to make diligent searcb for 

her and when found con vey her back to Austin Twiss to finish the time". 21 The 

contract between François Laurin and Joseph Martinault, binding Martinault's 

daughter Marie Eugenie to Laurin, was made with the stipulation that sbould Marie 

Eugenie many before three years, she would forfeit the money and goods that bad 

been promised ber for completion of ber obligations and responsibilities. :19 Less than 

a year after it was signed, it was made null and void when Marie Eugenie married 

11 ANQ-M, Jobin, /1 398, 28-2-16. 

21 MBHP, Lukin, /1 382, 24-8-22. 

:19 ANO-M, Cadieux, * 29,24-1-16. 
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Joseph Quenneville. 30 

Of the sixty-nine girls represented by contract in this series whose age is 

known at the end of the contract, fifty-eight finished their service between the ages 

of eighteen and twenty-one (see table 4D). They were adults, or very nearly adults, 

and no doubt expected to be married sooner or later. The time they had spent in 

domestic service provided them y,rjtb a practical education in the skills of managing 

a household, which in most cases would eventuaIly be put to use. 

TABLE 4D 

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF MINORS AT THE END OF SERVlCE 

14 1 f i Z 
15 1 0 2 
f6 1 4 " 
17 :; 4 
16 19 ~ 
r~ ~ ~ 
zo S f 
Zl Il 23 16 

Unf~~1t f 10 

tot4l 1 (,') 58 

Another frequent option after completion of a domestic service contract was 

apprenticeship in a different trade--especially for boys. ,One third of the boys whose 

:le Ibid. 
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age was known at the completion of their contracts were under the age of eighteen 

(see table 40). They were still young enougb to be apprenticed to a trade where 

they would be trained in other skills. When Patrick Sheridan was first bound to 

James Francis Lewis Genevay as a domestic servant in 1824, he was fourteen and bis 

contract was to run for six months. 31 A year after Patrick's contract with Genevay 

had expired, bis father apprenticed him to printer Nahum Mower. 12 

As was noted earlier, James Thistlethwayte, junior was also bound as a domestic 

servant before he became an apprentice furrier. Ellen Gannon, a domestic servant 

to Maria Charlotte de Lothbiniere was apprenticed by de Lothbiniere herself to Mary 

Goodhue in order to be taught the trade of millinery. 

In the contract which had originally bound Gannon to de Lothbiniere, Ellen's 

father, Patrick Gannon, a blacksmith from New York, had given de Lothbiniere the 

right and authority to apprentice bis daughter in the art and trade of millinery. 33 A 

little over a year after she had begun her service with de Lothbiniere, Gannon was 

apprenticed for two years to the rnj)Jjner Goodhue. Oearly, domestic service could 

function as a bridge to another trade, and a domestic servant was f.tot bound to 

remain a domestic for the remainder of bis or her lüe. Some domestics were 

apprenticed to a trade after, or even before their domestic service contracts had 

expired. 

Other domestics turned up later in life in trades other than artisanal. 

31 MBfIP, Lukin, #750,29-11-24. 

33 MBHP. Bedouin, :# 2660, 25-7-26 . 

....... 33 MBHP. Arnoldi, # 782, 8-10-30. 
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Evidence from crirninal courts suggests that some female domestics might have been 

involved in prostitution. 34 While it would be a mistake to intimate that prostitution 

and domestic service went hand in hand, it should he recognized that the two share 

many similarities, including the faet that they often involved poor, single women. 

Angelique Poirier, who served as a domestic to Michel Eustache Gaspard de 

Lothbiniere and bis \l!Üe Charlotte Munro for five years until she was nineteen, 35 

later in life became a madame. Maria Lynch, who was a domestic to John Warwick 

was a1so arrested as a madame. Eliza Nixon, a domestic servant to Ann and Charles 

Wan was arrested in a brothel for prostitution. Domestic service and prostitution, 

each in their own way, draw heavily on patriarchal tenets that women are the 

subordinates of men. That the two occasionally become intermingled is not 

surprising. In a society such as Lower Canada's, where the legal rights of women 

were constrained, exploitation of their labour and bodies was probably inescapable. 

Additions made to contracts which note that the contracting parties had 

discharged each other from their contractual responsibilities and obligations before 

the expiry of the contract, often do not explain why the contraet was mutually 

terminated. One can only speculate about reasons why such contracts ended, and 

undoubtedly some involved master /servant relationships which simply did not work 

out to the satisfaction of the parties. The contraet between Patrick Donelly and 

34 Mary Ann Poutanen, The information conceming prostitutes which follows is taken 
from Poutanen's series. 

35 ANQ-M. Doucet, # 5058, 1-4-18. Charlotte Munro de Lothbiniere is not the same 
Maria Charlotte de Lothbinière mentioned in reference to Ellen Gannon above, but is 
rather the mother of Maria Charlotte de Lothbiniere. 
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Captain Andrew Rainsford, binding eight year old Bedie Donelly into Rainsford's 

service, for instance, was annulled two weeks after it was signed. 36 A total of 

seventeen contracts from this series were ended before notaries without any reason 

having been given. Sorne were ended after a short time as Bedie Donelly's was, and 

others were ended after years of service. 

Seen through the notarial contract, the relationship of rnaster and servant was 

replete with patemalism and inequality. The master or mistress was bis or her 

servant's soci~ political, financial and legal superior, and the relationship between 

the two was characterized, in part, by its emphasis on such distinctions. -sr 

When describing the type of board, lodging, bedding and clothing a domestic 

might receive for bis or her service, phrases like, "suivant l'usage de ce pays", 
/ 

"suitable and convenient for such a servant", and "fit and becoming a servant in her 

situation" were not unusual. Of the 178 contracts examined in this study, sixty-seven 

contained a clause which qualified that goods or services, which the domestic was to 

receive during bis or her term of employment, were to be suitable for someone of 

a servant's status. Both Samuel and Catherine Rankin, domestic servants to 

boarding-house keeper Elizabeth Babuty, were promised, "comfortable board and 

36 ANO-M, Latour, no Il, 7-9-18. 

:ri Lacelle argues that the relationship between master and domestic, although, in sorne 
instances tinged with patemalism, was characterized more by mutual respect, due ta the 

t n scarcity of domestics and the importance of the contract. Claudette Lacelle, Lm 
.. domestiQUes. pp. 82-83. 
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lodging during the tenn as is fit and usual for sucb a domestic servant". 31 Anna 

Welburn's hiring contract contained a clause in wbicb her master William Himsworth 

promised her, "good and wholesome boarding, lodging, clothing befitting a person in 

the capacity of an indentured servant", » and David Cochue's master, Louis Raymond 

Plessis Delaire, pledged to "loger, nourrir convenablement suivant l'usage en cette 

ville". 40 Undoubtedly, there existed a legally accepted and socially sanctioned nonn 

for the treatment of domestic servants. The exact nature of the treatment, although 

not explained by the contract's contents, was obviously rooted in, and perpetuated 

by the status distinctions existing between masters, mistresses and servants. Such 

clauses were also important, because theyallowed an appeal to social, family, or 

community peers in case of mistreatment of a servant by bis or her master or 

mistress. 

ln some contracts, a master or mistress retained the right to transfer the 

contract to a third party. The servant was then required to serve bis or ber master 

or mistress in the manner as they had the old, or according to any new conditions 

laid down. In bis servant contract with Charles McBride's daughter, Marguerite, 

Patrick Phelan, a priest of the Seminary of Montreal, had the right to transfer, "cet 

engagement à qui bon lui semblera et aux conditions qu'il trouvera convenables". 41 

31 MBtœ. Griffin, :# 5053, 2-2-24 (Samuel Rankin) and MBHP, Griffin, :# 5052, 2-22-
24 (Catherine Rankin). 

»MBHP, Doucet, :# 9330,20-12-21. 

40 MBHP, Cadieux, :# 570, 11-11-20. 

41 MBHP. Doucet, :# 15240, 24-28. 
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Six months after it had been drawn up, Father Phelan transferred Marguerite's 

contract to Euphrosine Kimber and ber husband Nicolas Benjamin Doucet, the 

notary responsible for baving drawn up the original document between McBride and 

Phelan. 42 No changes were made to the contract, including Doucet's right to transfer 

the contract to whomever he saw fit. 

Andrew Phelan's contract had a similar clause with a slight, but potentially 

important modification. James Gordon, Andrew's master, was given the authority 

to transfer James, fIat any period during term to any other persan he may tbink 

proper for the purpose of the said Andrew Phelan leaming a trade". 43 The right to 

transfer Andrew's contract ta another master or mistress had significant implications 

for the boy's future. Whatever trade to which he was apprenticed, would alter his 

life one way or another. Gordon May have proven to have been a benevolent 

master, and apprenticed Andrew to one of the potentially more lucrative trades such 

as tailoring, or he May have proven ta have been a man of indifference and 

committed the boy to another stint in domestic service. The fact that Gordon, and 

other masters like Phelan and Doucet, had the right to transfer their servants to 

another master or mistress implies a type of servitude like that in force in 

Blackstonian England, where individuals were legislated ta be servants. Both 

Marguerite McBride and Andrew Phelan had no choice as ta who would be their 

masters and mistresses, because they were minors, but their parents, once having 

signed contracts allowing their children to be transferred to a new master or mistress, 

42 MBHP, Lukin, :# 1607,28-10-28. 

..... 43 MBHP, Doucet, /1 10090, 2-10-22. 
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also had no choice. This principle of freedom of contract was, of course, one way. 

There existed no parallel right in the contract for a servant to transfer bis or her 

master to another servant! 

In Many notarial contracts, clauses pertaining to the obligations of the servants 

resembled the stipulations of the police rules and regulations. Setting out guidelines 

for the supervision of the master/servant relationship, the police rules and 

regulations included articles defining illegal behaviour on the part of the servant. 

The 1821 regulations specify that an apprentice or servant could be punished by the 

Justices of the Peace if he or she was found guilty of having departed: 

son service ou ses devoirs, ou qui, de jour ou de nuit, s'absentera sans 
permission du dit service, ou du lieu où résideront les personnes qui 
l'emploieront; ou qui refusera ou négligera de remplir ses justes 
devoirs, ou d'obéir aux ordres legitiines qui lui seront donnés par ses 
maitres ... 

The 1817 regulations contained a similar article. 4S Many of the contracts also 

contained clauses setting out the same conditions. In addition to ber other duties as 

Jean Philippe Leprohon's domestic servant, Thérèse Valin was obligated to, "servira 

et obéira fidèlement aux dit J.P. Leprohon, Ecieur., ... en tout ce qu'il commandé de 

licite et bonnete, concernant le devoir d'une servante et qu'elle ne s'absentera point 

du service de son dit maitre sans permission, dans le cour des présentes ... ". -46 Martha 

Mitchell's contract contaij]ed the promise that she would, "obey faithfully the said 

44 Ré&les et ré&lemens. 1821, p. 45, art. 2. 

4S Re&les et re&lemens, 1817, pp. 138 & 142, art. 3 & 5. 

-46 ANO-M, Jobin, :# 1041,23-2-18. 
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Mr. James Ogilvy without leave during the said term". 41 

Certain contracts also incorporated clauses which were particular to the 

specific relationship they were intended to regulate. Sorne of these clauses bave 

already been discussed, such as those conceming adoption. Other clauses concemed 

education and religion. Sorne masters and mistresses promised that they would 

ensure that the domestic attended to their religious duties, while others simply 

promised that they would allow their servants time off to practice their religion. Of 

the 127 minors with contracts thirty were promised religious instruction or freedo~ 

and of the adults, one was allowed the same liberty. Pierre Plessis Belaire promised 

Louis Senécal's father, Pierre, that Louis would attend, "aux offices divins aussi 

régulierement que possible", 41 and that he would, "fait faire sa première communion 

aussitot qu'il en sera jugé capable par ceux préposés à cette fin".· Allowing a 

servant to practice bis or ber religion was not an insignificant right, since it related 

directly to the definition of the work scbedule. It meant that a master or mistress 

was required to arraa.ge, at least in part, the labour of bis or ber household 

according to a churcb schedule. 

Twenty-six contracts promised that minors would be taught skills sucb as 

reading and writing. Again, this bad direct implications for the definition of the 

work schedule, since time had to be devoted to these lessons. Moreover, if the 

master or mistress could not provide the promised education within the home, the 

41 ANO-M. Jobin, # 365, 1818. 

41 MBHP.. Cadieux, :1 383, 24-7-26. 

• Ibid. 
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servant would be sent out for sucb education. For instance, the contract of one 

minor promised that she would he taught how to read write and sew in the master's 

family.!O Sending her outside of the bome would bave probably required an outlay 

of money, as weIl as a further rearrangement of the household schedule. Clauses 

referring to a domestic's moral and mental education are important for two reasons: 

at one levei they indica.te that the organization of the work day was not decided 

solely by the needs of the master or mistress; and, at the level of social relations, it 

emphasizes that the master or mistress was responsible for the proper development 

of bis or her domestic servant's cbaracter. In hiring a domestic, especially a minor, 

a master or mistress accepted certain paternalistic responsibilities. 

Occasionally a contract would include a clause which attempted ta give the 

master or mistress rigbts be or sbe did not ordinarily bave by law. The most 

important of tbese clauses were ones in which the master or mistress had the right 

to dismiss bis or her servant and ta withbold tbeir wages. The police regulations 

made it clear that a master or mistress couId dismiss a servant without notice, if the 

servant was paid the full amount due them for the full length of the contract. SI 

Several contracts, bowever, included clauses allowing a master both the freedom to 

discbarge a servant and withhold bis or her wages. Dy the contract between Paul 

Joseph Lacroix and Bazile Dagenais, Lacroix was allowed, if Dagenais, "manquait à 

remplir son devoir ... de congédier le dit Bazile Dagenais et lui faire perdre ses 

!O MBlJP, Griffin, /1 3103, 20-4-20. 

st &&les et rè&lemens, 1817, p. 148, art. 7, Rè&1es et rèK1emens. 1821, pp. 45-46, art. 3. 
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gages". 52 Charles Grant, master of John Guthery, jr. had the right to dismiss 

Guthery without the L 20 promised him for five years service if the boy proved, "to 

be debauched or addicted to liquor, [or] lazy or careless". SJ That a master or 

mistress could insist that such a clause be included in a contract, reveals, at the very 

least that some masters and mistresses tried to subvert elements of the law-·in this 

case the police rules and regulations-by invoking contractual agreements. The 

presence of several forms of law in l.ower Canada, and the control masters exercised 

over the implementation and administration of these systems, allowed them the 

opportunity to attempt to manipulate their legal relations with domestics to their 

advantage. 

The notarial contracts give us evidence of the relationship which existed 

between some masters and mistresses and their domestic servants, and allow a 

glimpse of the intended outllnes of the relationship. The majority of the hiring 

contracts of domestic servants from 1816 to 1829 concemed minors. Very few 

involved adult women, although according to census Materiel, they constituted a large 

part of Montreal's domestics. The reasons for which people entered domestic service 

are not immediately evident, but it appears from the contracts that the financial state 

of the domestic or his or her family, and the domestic's future were key 

considerations. The occupational alternatives open to domestics after having 

completed their contracts were not limitless, but did include such possibilities as 

52 MBlœ, Doucet, :# 10589, 7-4-23. 

SJ MBHP, Doucet, :# 14683, 20-7-27. 
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marriage, apprenticeship to a trade, work in an unskilled occupation and continuance 

in domestic service. The paternalistic qualities of some contracts with their emphasis 

on the master's or mistress's role as a parental figure, and the institutionalized 

inequality inherent in others, provides evidence that the civillaw was used effectively 

to help maintain the status of certain people as servants. Working in tandem with 

common law, the notarial contract had the potential to promote the interests of 

masters and mistresses. 
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CHAPTERFOUR 

FROM SUMMONS TO EXECUTION: TIIE DOMESTIC SERVANT IN COURT 

This chapter addresses the question of what happened when the 

master/servant relation broke down, and legal action was initiated by one of the 

parties. Although sorne attention is paid to the crirninal courts, the main emphasis 

is on the civil courts. To analyze the judicial cases, tbis chapter is divided into two 

major sections. In the firsl, the functioning of the court system is described. In the 

second section, evidence of prejudice manifested in the legal system is explored by 

surveying sorne of the factors which would have influenced a domestic's decision to 

sue bis or her master or mistress, and the response of the masters or mistresses to 

the servant's actions. 

A person who wished to sue another could have begun the procedure on any 

day of the year with the exception of Sundays or "holy days". In order to officially 

initiate a suit, he or she was required to obtain from the office of the clerles or the 

prothonotaries of the court, a writ of summons issued in His Majesty's name against 

the defendant. The plaintiff did not do this alone, but rather sougbt the advice and 

professional services of a lawyer who requested through a fiat that a summons be 

issued. 

The summons was written in either English or French depending on the 

language of the defendant, and was usually issued during one of the court's six terms. 1 

~ 1 For the Inferior Term of the Court of King's Dench the following terms were created 
- byan act of the Lower Canadian parliament (Statutes. 34 Geo. In, c. xi, art. 10, 1793): 21-
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The declaration of a summons might have been as simple and short as a single 

sentence in which the plaintiff swore that the defendant owed him or ber a certain 

amount of money, "due as per account annexed".:Z It could also be quite lengthy, 

containing numerous details as is evident in the following case in which Mary 

McMillan sued her master John Spragg: 

John Spragg did on May last employ the said plaintiff as a 
servant for two months. On May 28 last, the said plaintiff was turned 
out of the said defendant's semce without reasonable cause whatever, 
whereby the said plaintiff lost a great deal of time and was and is now 
in great expense supporting herself. 3 

Once it had been completed and signed by one of the court's justices, the 

summons was served by a bailiff to the defendant at bis or her residence, or to an 

adult living in the defendant's residence. H neither of these alternatives was 

possible, the bailiff waited until the defendant retumed to bis or ber bome, or left 

and served the summons at a later date. When the distance between a defendant's 

residence and the court bouse was short, Most summons were served on the same 

dayas they bad been issued or, at the MOSt, several days later. The bailiff always 

attested to the fact that be had served the summons by noting on it when, where and 

to wbom it bad been served ... 

31 January, 11-19 March, 21-31 May, 24-30 June, 21-31 August, and 21-31 November. The 
August term would later be cbanged to the same dates in September. 

2 This statement appeared frequently in cases involving accounts of merchants or 
tradesmen, whose customers had not paid for goods or services rendered. 

3.M.lQ, Mary McMillan v. John Spragg, :# 126,22-06-25 . 

.. For instance, in a case involving William E. Ball v. John Wilson, the bailiff Austin 
Adams wrote on the summons, "1 do hereby return certified that 1 have served the summons 
order and account annexed on the therein named John Wilson by giving copies thereof to 
himself in person at bis domicile at one o'clock in the aftemoon of the nineteenth day of 
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The date on which the parties were expected to appear in court was known 

as the day of retum. While a case theoretically could bave been heard within a 

single day, suits usually ran over several terms, taking anywhere from two days to 

two years to settle. 5 

On the day of retum, depending on whether the litigants or their lawyers 

appeared, there were several possible outcomes. A case would proceed from the day 

of return in the following manner: 

A) If both parties or their lawyers did not appear the case was immediately 

discontinued. 

B) If the plaintiff did not appear, the case would have been judged against 

him or her . 

C) If the defendant did not appear, the court considered him or ber to have 

been in default. 6 A second date for the defendant's appearance was then scbeduled, 

and if the defendant appeared as ordered, he or she was condemned to pay the costs 

involved in the default. The case would then proceed normally. If on tbe second 

date, however, the defendant had still not appeared, the plaintiff would present bis 

or ber case in the defendant's absence. The court, after baving received proof of the 

plainûff's demand, would have entered judgement against the defendant. The 

defendant was then required to pay the amount awarded through judgement, as well 

July 1819". MIO, William. E. Ball v. John Wilson, no number, 13-7-19. 

, The only exception in the Montreal district whicb 1 have seen is a case whicb was 
dismissed on the day of return. 

6 The only exception to this was ü a defendant could prove that he or she had not been 
properly served with a summons. 
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as the costs. 

D) If both parties appeared as scheduled, the Judges would proceed to hear 

the case. 

The hearing began with the reading of the declaration, and the defendant was 

given the opportunity to answer the suit brought against him or her. The defendant 

could submit evidence to support bis or her defence. Both plaintiff and defendant 

were given the chance to dispute each other's evidence, and witnesses could be 

called to testify either in writing or in person. 

Occasionally, a case involved matters specific to a trade or a profession 

beyond the judges' knowledge or ability to assess, which, with the agreement of the 

litigants, was referred to arbiters. Bach litigant chose one arbiter. 7 The arbiters 

were then called as experts to examine the facts, and to submit a report suggesting 
,/ 

a means for resolution. If the experts did not agree, a third arbiter was appointed 

by the court to resolve the deadlock. The judges were not bound by the suggestions 

of the arbiters, but the litigants, once having agreed to enter arbitration, were bound 

by the judges' ruling. 

In cases heard before the Court of King's Bencb, judgements were always 

handed down on a day separate from the hearing of any other part of the case; in 

7 Arbiters were aImost always chosen for thejr expertise in the field in which the dispute 
arose. Master masons, for instance, would be chosen to assess the value of masonry 
services, as was the case when Joseph Brunelle sued François Patenaude, (MJ.Q, Joseph 
Brunelle v. François Patenaude, :1 451, 18-1-17). Master masons Pierre Cbenette and 
Joseph Labelle were appointed to examine masonry work performed on the house of the 
defendant by the plaintiff. Domestics, however, did not appoint fellow domestics to be 
arbiters, but, rather, chose a reputable bourgeois or artisan, whose opinion was respected 
in the community. 
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contrast, circuit court judgements were given on the same day.· What is known of 

the judgements today is found in a series of bound volumes, listing the outcome of 

any case which went to judgement. They record little information about the case 

other than its outcome, that other court documents do not reveal. The principals by 

which the judges decided a case are not revealed, nor is light shed on the weight of 

the evidence presented. What these volumes do reveal that is new, however, is the 

amount awarded to the victorious party, and how the legal costs were to be divided. 

Execution of the judgement was usually the final step in the suit. A court 

document entitled "execution", which provided for the legal expedition of the 

satisfaction of a judgement, was served on the party who had lost the suit in the 

same manner as the summons had been served on the defendant. It stated the 

amount by which the person was indebted to the victor. H the party mvolved could 

not pay the debt, execution issued against his or her real, or personal property. 

The decision to sue, especially when the adversary was your master or mistress, 

surely could not have been a simple one, but 109 domestics, from 1816-1829 pursued 

sl\ch a course of action. The domestic's financial position likely led him or her to 

consider initiating a suit against the master or mistress. As has already been noted, 

domestics, be they children or adults, were not from wealthy backgrounds, and often 

received little or no wages. Could these people afford not to go to court to recover 

• That circuit court justice was faster than justice attainable in Montreal, is not at ail 
surprising, since the circuit judges only spent two days at each of their various stops. For 
more information on the circuit court see Statutes. 34 Geo. ID, c. xi, 1792. 
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overdue wages? The disputes over wages which eventually were settled through the 

court system, were probably the exceptional cases, and should not be perceived 

necessarily as a routine or normal situation. Uke the notarial contracts, eaeh civil 

suit hints at the fallure of all usual methods, such as appeal to kinship, community, 

ethnie, social or religious ties, to resolve disputes. The domestic likely went to eourt, 

because he or she could find no other means to reeover overdue wages. 

In Graph SA a breakdown of the number of cases per year is presented. In 

order to give an idea of the domestics place amongst other servants suing for wages 

the number of employer/employce and masters/servant cases, exclusive of domestics, 

is also given. 9 

9 The number of master /servant cases and employer / employee cases are taken from the 
work Gwen ScbuJman and 1 did researehing wage cases. To facilitate our analysis, we 
divided cases into categories of master /servant, employer / employee, and private contractor 
cases. Private contractor cases were not of interest to us in examining relations of 
employment or service, because they involved the contracting out of a task to an 
independent artisan or professional, rather than the hiring of one person to serve another. 
Master/servant cases and employer/employee cases involve very similar elements. 
Aeeording to Lower Canadian law, there was no difference in the legal treatment of servants 
and employees. However, because the police regulations and the court cases used the 
terms "employee" and "servant" we decided that we should follow suit. All cases which 
specifically mentioned the words "master" or "servant" in referenee to either the plaintiff or 
defendant, were plaeed in the master/servant category of cases. Cases which mentioned 
"employer" or "employee", or which made no reference to "master"1 "servant", "employer", 
"employee", but whieh were disputes over wages were included in the employer/employee 
category. 
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As is readijy apparent, each curve follows a similar pattern. Undoubtedly, their 

collective rise and fall is related to Montreal's economic and social conditions in the 

period, although it would be premature to link their behaviour to specific events 

occurring in the city without further research. 

Of the total number of master /servant cases, including those of domestics, 

domestic servant cases represent 39 percent. When master /servant cases are 

combined with employerjemployee cases, domestic cases form 19.45 percent of the 

total. This figure clearly exceeds the percentage of the city's population counted in 

Viger's 1825 census as domestics. When the percentage of wage cases involving 

domestics is calculated by year an even greater disparity becomes apparent. As the 

period progresses, the percentage of wage cases involving domestics compared to all 

other wage cases, increases. There is no change in the period in the legal treatment 

of masters and servants which would account for this increase. Perhaps domestic 

servants had become increasingly confident as the period wore on, and felt their 

chances of winning their cases improving; altemately, the collective attinlde of 

domestics May have remained the same throughout the period, but the number of 

abusive masters and mistresses increased. The lot of other servants May have 

improved enough that they no longer found themselves in court as often as they once 

had, or an increased number of lawyers May have encouraged people to litigate. 

Whatever the answer May be, it very likely bore some relation to the 

predominant characteristics of domestic servants as a group. Treated as an unskilled, 

low-status occupation, domestic service was dominated by women and girls. The 
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female domestic confronted at least three related barriers before she even 

contemplated legal action against her master or mi"tress: 1) she was a female in a 

patriarchal society 2) her occupation was without social prestige or influence, and 

3) she had no economic clout. Moreover, unlike an apprentice or a journeymen, the 

domestic did not perform work directly producing revenue for the master or mistress. 

Their wc.rk might indirectly help the master or mistress in his or her business, but 

essentially it was a non-revenue producing service. In Many cases, an "incompetent" 

domestic could be replaced with little or no loss to the master's or mistress's incorne, 

while the loss of a joumeyman, and less so of an apprentice, might cripple the 

master's or mistress's business. With their legal rights severely circumscribed 

because they were females, women had few avenues of recourse against a master or 

mistress who had social, tinancial and legal advantages over a domestic. Even the 
/ 

men who entered domestic service were severely disadvantaged when compared to 

their masters and mistresses, and, although they did not suffer because of their 

gender, tbey too were socially, financially cmd legally handicapped, as a result of their 

class background. 

With so much already discouraging them from suing their masters and 

mistresses, what other factors int1uenced the domestic's decision to initiate legal 

action against bis or her master or mistress? Certainly some elements which might 

con vince ~L domestic to consider legaI action were the financial costs and time 

involved, the perceived likelihood of winning, the financial state of th~ master or 

mistress, and the less quantifiable factor of the personalities involved. 
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The time required to settle a suit must have impressed, or depressed many 

servants considering undertaking legal action against a master or mistress. Without 

a steady income and no job on the horizon, the prospect of a long court case must 

have been a daunting one indeed. As table SC indicates, the median length of a suit 

filed by a domestic against bis or her master or mistress for the period 1816-1829 

was seventy-one days. 

TABLE SA 

MEDIAN AND AVERAGE LENGlH OF WAGE surrs 

35 1 85 100 15J T5!i '14 1 €iJ QI. 3948 C::6 5119 56 

The figure varies from year tn year, and in some years the median length is as high 

as 135 days as was the case in 1826, or as low as 9 days as was the case in 1829. 

Regardless of how long a case actually took to be resolve~ the fact that it could 

take over a year to settle, must have prevented some domestics from pursuing their 

masters and mistresses through the courts. Would Bridget Grace, for instance, have 

sued her master Henry Forest for nine months wages, amounting to L 7.6.0, if she 

had known that the case would take 472 days to be resolved. 10 Grace May have 

been encouraged to press her suit after learning that fellow servants like Ann 

10 MJQ, Bridget Grace vs. Henry Forest, :# 392,20-11-23. 
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Ferguson, had won their suits in as little as eleven days. 11 

A servant had no guarantee that bis or her suit would be resolved quickly. 

The length of time required to settle the suit, depended on a number of factors 

including, the date of issuance of the summons, 12 the complexity of the case, how 

Ô'actious either or both litigants were, the proximity of witnesses to the court, the 

judge's discretion and so on. Whether a servant couId afford to spend months 

pursuing a master or mistress throur,h the courts would influence the decision to sue. 

The likelihood of winning, or, more importantly, the perceived likelihood of 

winning, would also have intluenced a domestic's decision to pursue legal action. To 

any case there were several possible conclusions: 1) a plaintiff could be awarded 

judgement for everything demanded plus court costs 2) they might win the amount 

demanded, without court costs 3) they couId he awarded part of the amount 

demanded, sometimes with costs, sometimes without costs 4) the case could be 

thrown out, and the plaintiff forced to pay the costs involved, and 5) in the worst 

possible scenario, the plaintiff couId lose the case after a lengthy battle, and be 

forced to pay some or all of the court costs. 

Knowing the outcome of fifty-five cases, seventeen of wbich involved domestic 

servants, it is possible to get an idea of what sort of judgement an individual could 

expect. Of the fifty-five cases, fourteen judgements awarded the plaintiff the full 

amount demanded as weil as the costs, two gave the plaintiff the full amount 

11 MJ:Q, Ann Ferguson v. Joseph Rand and Ann Hand, :/1 337, 18-11-22. 

12 If, for instance, a summons had been issued in JuIy when the court was not in session, 
the plaintiff would have had to have waited until the 21st of September at the earliest to 
have bis or her case heard . 
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demanded minus costs, ten awarded a portion of the amount demanded with costs, 

wbile another five involved the same without costs. A total of seven cases were 

settled out of court, witb another seven being dismissed with costs, and nine were 

simply discontinued. From this small sampling, a majority of people (thirty-one of 

fifty-five) receiveû part, if not aIl of wbat they bad demanded, however, a significant 

group of seven not only lost their cases but were saddled with court costs as weil. 

If the court procedure, with its empbasis on formality and austere authority, was not 

discouraging enough for a domestic servant, the possibility of losing one's case, as 

weil as winding up with a debt resulting from the court costs, must bave unnerved 

domestics contemplating court action. When Annabelle Mathas, a sjngle woman, 

sued ber master, painter Joseph Archambault for the sum of five shillings, 13 

someone--either ber lawyer, ber master, ber friends or her family-must have wamed 

ber that in the event the case was dismissed, or that sbe lost, she would be ordered 

to pay the court costs. Court fees, would usually amount to at least ten shillings. 

Making only five shillings per month in Arcbambault's service, Mathas had a great 

deal to loose in initiating ber suit. 

A third element wbicb May bave influenced a domestic servant to sue bis or 

ber master, was the financial bealth or state of tbe master or mistress. li the master 

or mistress was in imminent danger of failing financially, a domestic would likely 

want ta recover back wages before the master or mistress was besieged by other 

creditors. Waiting until the master or mistress collapsed financially, would leave 

them as only one of a number of creditors witb a claim on the master's or mistresses 

13 MI.Q, Annabelle Mathas v. Joseph Archambault, :# 279, January 1829. 
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estate. Because their claim involved wages, they would bave been treated as 

privileged creditors, and as sucb would reœive a greater percentage of eacb pound 

due them than would ordinary creditors, but the chances of receiving the full amount 

due were very small. By proceeding to court before the master or mistress failed, 

they were gambling that they would win the case, and the back wages owed them 

would be paid in full, rather than settling for what would only have been a portion 

of the debt due if they waited for full financial collapse. 

In the fall of 1828, Peter Martinault, an innkeeper wbo employed several 

domestics, appears to bave been in a financial crisis. Two of bis servants, Rose 

Connely and Mary Duffy, were suing him for wages owed them. Connely initiated 

ber suit in September, stating that Martinault owed ber two months wages amounting 

to L 1.10.0. 14 Duffy launcbed ber suit two months later, claiming that she was owed 

L 8.7.0 for work as a chambermaid. 15 Duffy was probably very anxious about her 

case, since the amount owing to ber was equivalent to some eleven months wages. 

In that same autumn of 1828, Misack Seer successfully sued Peter Martinault 

for debts due by account. When Martinault failed to pay Seer, Seer returned to 

court and effectuaIly petitioned the court to grant a seizure of Martinault's personal 

estate in order to pay bis debts. 16 Martinault's financial dilemma took one more 

14 MJQ, Rose Connely v. Peter Martinault, # 641, September 1828. 

15 MJQ, Mary Duffy v. Peter Martinault, #: 249, November 1828. 

16 MJQ, Opposition, Misack Seer v. Peter Martinault, Cbarles A Holt et al. opposants, 
# 502, November 1828. 

, 
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tum when bis landlords, Charles and Edward HaIt, and their sisters, Maria Henshaw 

and Elizabeth Henriette Dyde, opposed the seizure of Martinault's pers anal estate 

on the grounds that much of it was pledged ta them by"bail a loyer'. 11 

Martinault was in a strained financial state in late 1828, and perhaps both Connely 

and Duffy, seeing the writing on the wall, decided that they would be better off 

securing their back wages before Martinault and bis estate were drained by aIl other 

creditors. Unfortunately, it is impossible ta know ü Rose Connely's decision ta sue 

Martinault prompted Mary Duffy ta follow, or ü the suits were linked at all for that 

matter, but it is not far-fetched ta suggest that each of the individuals who sued 

Martinault had knowledge of the other suits. Martinault bad been sued a year 

eartier for the balance of wages owing ta a servant, 1. and the flurry of court actions 

in 1828 were undoubtedly the final steps taken by individuals who had exhausted all 

other prospects of recovering debts owed them by Martinault. If a master or 

mistress was on the verge of financial collapse, it is not surprising that bis or her 

servants would sue him or ber for debts. 

A fourth, and far less quantifiable factor which might have influenced a 

domestic's decision ta sue a master or mistress was the social status of the master or 

17 Ibid., A "bail à loyer", or an agreement ta lease, might contain a pledge by which a 
tenant promised ta bis landlord ail, or part of bis personal estate as a guarantee for the 
payment of the rent on a leased building. Such leases were usually passed before notaries, 
or established "sous seing privé". Once signed, they appear ta have made the landlord a 
privileged creditor in the event that the tenant failed financially. 1 use the term "appears 
to have made the landlord a privileged creditor", because it is not clear Ü, in fact, they were 
privileged creditors, or they simply claimed that status in the oppositions they illed in arder 
to make their daims appear more privileged. 

Il.MJQ, Jean Senet and Genevieve Jean Vaine v. Peter Martinault, no number, 27-11-27. 
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mistress. Was the master or mistress, or bis or her friends or relatives in a position 

from which to influence the outcome of a case? Catherine Martin and Maria Lynch, 

two domestics serving in the Warwick family, may bave discovered the pervasiveness 

of their masters' influenc:e, when they tangled with Joseph Warwick. Catherine 

Martin sued Joseph Warwick for L Il in damages and wages in May 1826. 19 She 

claimed that Warwick had severely beaten and slandered ber, alleging that he, "did 

throw ber down and drag ber about the rooms of his house .... calling her a whore". JI 

The case was eventually settled out of court, and would be unremarkable-after all 

assaulting a woman was not unusual behaviour then, or now! What makes it more 

intriguing, however, is a second case involving Warwick six years later. 

In the second case, Maria Lynch accused Josepb Warwick in the Sessions of 

the Peace, of assault ~...nd battery. Lynch, who was in the employ of Joseph's brother 

and business partner, Guy Warwick, claimed in ber deposition that as sbe, ''was going 

out of the house with a pail of water sbe was violently seized and knocked down by 

the defendant, who with force and violence laid bold ~f the deposant by the neck 

and attempted to cboke her". 21 ln spite of the serious nature of the cbarge, and 

Warwick's history of violent behaviour, be was let out on his own recognizance after 

providing a bail bond of L 100, and a promise to appear in court in the next criminal 

session of the Court of King's Bench. Bail money was provided in part by Joseph 

Warwick, but also by prominent merchants, William Boston and Stanley Bagg. Not 

19 .MlQ., Catherine Martin v. Joseph Warwick, Il 523, 24-5-26. 

JI Ibid. 

21 .MJ.Q, Affidavit of Maria Lynch, Court of Quarter Sessions, 31-10-32. 
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only did Warwick have friends in high places, but he himself had a high profile in the 

community, and bis status no doubt helped in preventing him from being 

incarcerated until bis next court appearance. 

In the face of sucl1 influence and power, a domestic, especially a single 

woman, might easily have been intimidated, and persuaded to abandon her case, or 

settle out of court as Catherine Martin had. We will never knowaIl of the details 

about what went on between Martin and Warwick, or Lynch and Warwick, but the 

likelihood still remains that the power and prestige wielded by certain individuals 

could and did influence the outcome of, as weIl as the decision to initiate legal 

action. 

Raving surveyed the domestic's decision to take legal action, we cao turn to 

an exarnination of the responses of masters'. The judicial system was heavily 

weighted in favour of masters, and their reactions to suits initiated by their domestics 

supports this notion. How mistresses responded to such suits, however, is not at all 

clear, since often a woman's participation in legal matters was not visible through the 

legal record. In this survey, no traces of mistresses providing a defence were found, 

and so the discussion which follows is limited to masters. Of the 109 summons found 

involving domestic servants suing their masters or mistresses, eighteen included a 

written defense provided by the master. Three types of defense were common and 

included the following: 1) no contract existed between the litigants 2) the domestic 

left the master's service before the expiration of the contract, and 3) the domestic 

had not acted as a good and obedient servant. On occasion these defences were 
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combined as was the case when John Noble sued bis master Andrew Rainsford for 

L 1. la Rainsford responded that he was not indebted to John Noble: not only had 

Noble left bis service without consent or permission, but he bad also, "grossly 

misbebaved and misconduc:ted himself white in [Rainsford's] employ". zt Of the 

eighteen cases for whicb a defense was found, seven masters claimed that the 

domestic bad misbehaved, six that the domestic had deserted, three that no contract 

existed, and two that the domestic had both deserted and misbebaved. One of the 

most intriguing aspects of the defences provided by masters is the implicit attitude 

these men reveaied about their domestics, and the right of a domestic to payment of 

wages due. 

In the cases involving alleged desertion, masters concemed believed that their . . 

servants were owed nothing for the months during which they had worked. In May 
-' 

1818, when Louise Perrault, a domestic in the service of Joseph Perrault, J4 sued for 

L 2.8.4 for six months back wages, she discovered that her master was not prepared 

to give ber even a balf penny. ~ Joseph Perrault 21l"gued that Louise had not 

completed the full year's service for which sbe had been hired, and therefore 

deserved nothing. The case eventually went to arbiters, who proposed a settlement 

of L 2. 

2a MJQ, John Noble v. Andrew Rainsford, Il 339, 13-3-23. 

:D Ibid. 

:M The familial relation between Louise Perrault and Joseph Perrault, if any, is not made 
clear by the summons. 

2S MJ.Q, Louise Perrault v. Joseph Perrault, no number, 25-5-18. 
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Marguerite Chouinard found herself in a position similar to that of Louise 

Perrault, but her master was even more adamant. Chouinard, according ta her 

declaration, had been in the service of Joseph Brunette dit Létang for one year, and 

claimed that the balance of her wagts, amounting to L 2.10.2, was still owed her. 2Ii 

For bis part, not only did Brunette dit Létang contend that Chouinard was owed 

nothing, because she had abandcned bis service before the expiry of her contract, 

but, further, he swore out a complaint to the criminal authorities, accusing her of 

desertion. As a result, a warrant was issued for Chouinard's arrest. Chouinard, 

according ta the warrant, was in hiding at the Pointe Claire home of a farmer named 

Joseph Dubois. %7 

Clearly, Brunette dit Létang and Joseph Perrault felt that their servants had 

no right ta their wages, even those they had already eamed, because they had not 

completed the full term of their contracts. Such expectations were not unfounded, 

since periodically servants found guilty in the Sessions of the Peace of desertion, 

were required, in addition to paying fines, or spending time in the House of 

Corrections, to forfeit a portion of their wages already eamed. a According to the 

Police Regulations of 1817, a servant who deserted the master's or mistress's service 

before the expiry of the hiring agreement, might, ü a Justice of the Peace ordered 

36 MIQ, Marguerite Chouinard v. Joseph Brunette dit Létang, " 87, 14-6-19. 

17 Ibid. 

li Esther Wood, for instance, was condemned in the Court of Weekly Sessions ta lose 
half of a month's wages and ta pay the costs of the suit for having left her master, Henry 
Munroe's service without permission. Montreal Gazette 26 September, 1824. 
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it, forfeit up to one quarter of the wages due him or her. al. By 1821, the regulations 

were amended so that a servant who quit a master's or mistress's service before the 

expiry of the contract could be fined up to twenty shillings.]II U nfortunately for a 

servant, he or she could he judged to have deserted the master's or mistresses service 

for as little as having made the error of not giving the master or mistress fifteen days 

notice, prior to the end of the contrad then in force, that he or she did not wish to 

renew the contract for the following year. The result was that a servant could fulfill 

bis or her term of engagement, and then be charged with desertion if the master or 

mistress claimed, and the Justices of the Peace agreed, that no notice had been 

given. Masters and mistresses dealing with domestics who had breached their 

contracts by deserting, did not need to rely on a civil settlement. They could argue 

that their servants were guilty of a criminally punishable ad which absolved a master 

or mistress from responsibility of contractual agreements. 

Masters also provided defenses in which they argued that a domestic had no 

right to wages due, because he or she had misbehaved and disobeyed the master's 

orders during the term of service. Such was the case of Michael Grimes in his 

pursuit to recover wages from Samuel Shaw. 31 Grimes c1aimed he was owed LlO, 

the balance due on seven months and ten days worth of service. Shaw responded by 

stating he owed bis former servant nothing, since Grimes had not conducted, "himself 

al Rè&1es et rèiJ,emeDS. 1817, art. 8, pp. 148-150. 

]II Rèmes et rèi1ements, 1821, art. 4, p. 46. 

31 MIO, Michael Grimes v. Samuel Shaw, :# 402, 16-3-27. 
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as a good servant". la Thomas Whittlemore employed the same defense wben Sophia 

White and ber husband James McReady sued him for L 5.15.0 for White's wages in 

arrears.:JI Whittlemore argued that he had already payed White as much as she 

deserved to have, and launched a countersuit against the husband and wife, claiming 

that be had sustained L 5.15.0 in damages as a, "consequence of the bad conduct of 

the plaintiff whüe in the defendant's service, she having borrowed money from 

different people in the defendant's wife's name, as w,,!! as bad treatment in nursing 

the defendant's chüd and neglect in and aoout the defendant's business". J4 

Both White and Grimes had been in their master's service for at least four 

months when they had launched their respective suits. It is unclear why these 

servants were not prosecuted and dismissed earlier for their alleged i1l conduct. fi 

they had been as disobedient as their masters purported, why had they been allowed 

to stay on? The police regulations, after ail, made it clear that a servant, "refusing 

or neglecting to fu1fi1 their lawful duties or lawful orders of their master", 35 or who 

committed any "misdemeanour, misconduct or misbehaviour in the service of their 

master" 36 could be fined up to LlO, or imprisoned for not more than two months. 

Once the fine had been payed or the time served, the master or mistress could 

11 Ibid. 

;u MlQ, James McReady and Sophia White v. Thomas 
Whittlemore, :# 378, 29-1-25. 

J4 Ibid. 

35 RèiJ,es et rè&lemens. 1821, art. 2, p. 45. 

36 Ibid. 
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petition the Justices of the Peace to discharge the servant in question J7. It appears 

that it would have been simpler for Whittlemore and Shaw to prosecute their 

servants under the articles of the police regulations, and then to have them dismissed 

by the Justices of the Peace if they were as troublesome as was claimed. 

While cases involving incompetent domestics not properly completing their 

contractual obligations undoubtedly occurred, it is probably equally likely that sorne 

masters unjustly accused their servants of contraventions of the police regulations. 

With a socially and legally accepted notion of domestics as inferiors, the question of 

their behaviour and comportment in relation to their masters and mistresses was very 

important. In England, as we bave se en, disobeying the master could be punisbed 

with criminal sanctions, as could desertion. In Lower Canada both acts were 

considered contraventions against the police regulations~ and masters and mistresses 

could use them as defenses in the civil courts to undermine the wage suits of their 

servants. 

Another common defense given by masters was the claim that no contract 

existed between the litigants, and consequently no money could be owed. Lawyer 

George Stanley defended himself against Catherine Ferguson, and ber daim for L 

1 for one months wages, by stating that, because Ferguson bad engaged herself to his 

wife, Elizabeth Margaret Mason, whom he Wa!i separated from as to property, he 

owed 1the domestic nothing. 38 No contract existed between Stanley and Ferguson, 

J7 Ibid. The 1817 regulations, Rè~es et rè~emens, 1817, contain similar provisions in art. 
3, pp. 138-140. 

38 M,IQ, Catherine Ferguson v. George Stanley, # 136, 22-10-24. 
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according to Stanley. David Munn, Joseph Hill's alleged master, argued that no 

contract existed between himself and Hill, when Hill sued him for L 9.7.6. 39 Munn, 

who lived in the upper story of the same house as Hill and bis mother, claimed that 

he bad never hired Joseph Hill. He argued that, "as an offer of friendship the 

plaintiff (a lad of about nineteen or twenty years) occasionally took up a bucket or 

two of water and split a few pieces of wood when not otherwise employed, for which 

be was rewarded with a glass of ale". 40 Munn also made an incidental demand for 

the loan ta Hill of a sciff, a pair of plains and an ox, none of which, he claimed, were 

ever returned. When Joseph Fraser and bis wife Margaret MacLeish were sued by 

Marie Soumis, who c1aimed ta have been in their service for over four months, they 

too employed the defense that no contract ever existed between themselves and 

Soumis. 41 In a curious, but telling intermingling of civil and common law, MacLeish 

and Fraser pleaded "non-assumpsit", a common law term referring ta the non-

existence of a contract between two parties. 

Because Lower Canadian law was an unusual and confusing mixture of civil 

and common law, Lower Canadian inhabitants borrowed terms and practices from 

either tradition, and as a result the law became further inter-mixed. When civillaw 

would not suffice to defend oneself in a civil law court, the common law might be 

called in. Whether or not sucb tactics were successful can only be ascertained by 

conducting further research. The master or mistress usually had the upper hand in 

3D MJQ, Joseph Hill v. David Munn, # 369, 15-3-25. 

40 Ibid. 

41 MJQ, Marie Soumis v. Joseph Fraser and Margaret MacLeish, # 407, 27-05-22. 
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this system, because bis or ber options were more numerous, as weIl as legally and 

socially sanctioned. In a civil suit brought by a servant for unpaid wages, a master 

or mistress might base bis or ber defense on elements of the civil law: he or sbe 

might also try to evade the civil suit by suggesting that the servant bad been guilty 

of an act punishable by crirninal sanctions. 

In practice, the legal action a domestic servant could take against bis or her 

master or mistress was severely constrained by a number of factors. The gender of 

the domestic and bis or ber financial and social status were not lcast among the 

factors whicb would bave intluenced an individual to proceed to court or note Once 

having made the decision to sue a master or mistress, a domestic found him or 

herself entangled in couri procedures whicb bad the potential to be both lengthy and 

confusing. Moreover, the domestic's likelihood of winning was not at aIl assured. 

The nature of the legal system, and the outlines of its functioning traced here, give 

ample evidence of the potential for class bias and manipulation. 
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CONCLUSION 90 

One of Montreal's most important occupational groups, domestic selVants 

were drawn overwhelmingly from amongst women and children. The work they 

performed was considered humble and meDial, garnering them little respect, or 

compensation. From the notarial contracts they entered, and th,. civil suits they 

initiated, it is clear that their legal rights were severely restricted, because they were 

servants. In a lopsided legal system adrninistered by masters, the domestic appears 

to have been at a c1ear disadvantage. 

ln Lower Canada, the source of the legal inequality apparent between masters, 

mistresses and servants was traceable to both English statute law and civillaw. 

While at the time of the Conquest, heated debates arose as to whether the British 

or French legal tradition should be employed in Lower Canada, by 1816 the cololly 

was weIl settled into the practice of empJoying. Civil j aw was used for aU disputes 

of a civil nature and common law was reserved for crirninal matters. The court 

system, however, was based on the British model, complete with most of its 

procedural rules and practices. The thomy question of whether English statute law 

applied in Lower Canada made matters worse. The result was that l..ower Canada's 

legal system evolved into a distinctive blend of civil and common law. The entwining 

of these two traditions, very likely facilitated the subordination of servants to masters 

and mistresses. 

With two legal traditions in use, each of which had its own remedy for solving 

master/servant disputes, confusion and contradiction were inevitable. Under the civil 

law, when an individual entered into a contract with another party, a dispute arising 

from the non-fulfilment of any of the contract's clauses could be settled by a civil 
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suit; thus, logically, Lower Canadian masters, mistresses and servants who entered 

into service contracts should have been required to resolve any breach of cOiltract 

before civil authorities. Tne presence of English legal traditions, however, rendered 

this apparent certainty less obvious. Statute law of Great Britain gave masters the 

option to treat disputes with their servants through the civil courts, or to have them 

punished through the crirninaJ courts. 

While it May have been questionable whether the specifie statutes which 

govemed master /servant relations in Great Britain were in force in Lower Canada, 

the method for punishing a servant's disobeditmce was not in question. WeIl 

represented in the provinciallegislature, Lower Canadian rnasters attempted to dispel 

aU confusion over the issue in 1802, when they handed over power to regulate the 

master /servant relation to the colony's Justices of the Peace. It was an atternpt to 

give the attitudes and legacy inherent in the English statute law of masters and 
./ 

servants 'legal legitimacy. How successfully Montreal's masters and mistresses 

manipulated these systems to their advantage is not yet known for certain. 

From 1816-1829, 180 individuals entered into contracts to serve as domestics. 

The majority of these people were minors, with slightly more girls than boys involved. 

The reasons for which these people chose domestic service are not always obvious 

from reading their contracts, but sorne possibilities suggest themselves. It is clear 

that dom-:stic servants did not come from wealthy or privileged backgrounds, and 

domestic service functioned in sorne familles as an aid to financial survival. Some 

minors were placed into service for short time periods before they were apprenticed 

to another trade, or, as is apparent with the cases of sorne minor girls, married. It 
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is less evident why aduIts who signed notarial contracts, entered into domestic 

service. Of the men, aImost all declared an occupation other than domestic service, 

and most contrflcted to remain in their masters', or mistress's service for only a year. 

Very few adult women signed notarial contracts, although they account for a large 

portion of Montreal's domestic servants. 

Through the clauses it included, the notarial contract could have the effect of 

reinforcing the status aspects so characteristics of the English lega! approach to the 

master/servant relationship. Oauses making reference to the quality of goods, or 

services a domestic was to receive in return for bis or her complete fulfilment of 

contractual obligations and responsibilities, indicate that servants could expect 

treatment commensurate with their status. Occasionally other clauses gave masters 

and mistresses rights they did not ordinarily have by law. Moreover, a master or 

mistress couId also insist that clauses he included in the contract which further 

reinforced the legal status of the servant. 

The importance of the hiring coutract as a means of bringing together equal 

and freely contracting parties did not surface fully in Lower Canada until 

industrialization had taken firm hold. The employment contrae!, because it did not 

rely at all on social status, thus freeing individuals from pre-industrial class 

obligations to one another, allowed industrial capitalists to conceive of their labour 

force as simply another financial factor in the production costs. 

When the master /servant relationship broke down in Lower Canada, a servant 

had only the civil courts in which to have bis or ber grievances redressed. In the 

period 1816-1829, 109 domestic servants sued their masters for unpaid wages, 

wrongful dismissal and assauIt. The decision to sue a master or mistress was 
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evidently not made without a great deal of forethought. A number of factors would 

have influenced the decision to proceed to court including, the cost, time entailed, 

likelihood of success and personalities concemed. 

Once in court, masters and mistresses relied on numerous tactics to defend 

themselves against the suits of their domestics. Arguments made by masters or 

mistresses, suggesting that a domestic should be punished, because he or she had 

contravened a police regulation were not unusual. When such a defense was not 

applicable, however, it appears that masters and mistresses employed the civil law. 

The rule seemed to be that if nothing in one tradition provided them with a defence, 

they could always turn to the province's other tradition. 

It was well into the nineteenth century before industrialization and its effects 

becam.e apparent in Montreal. In the 1820's, while the seeds of industria1i7a.tion 

were being planted, the economy of the city and the surrounding countryside 

continued to be dominated by artisanal production. The social relations 

accompanying this form of production were institutionalized by the law, with serv~.nts 

and their masters and mistresses being bound to one another by class obligations 

as well as economic need. The rights of servants, however, were severely limite d, 

and the domestic servant, who was often not of an affluent background and whose 

work was perceived as humble, found him or herself at the lower end of the social, 

economic, and legal scale. 
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COPIES OF TWO SUMMONS 
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APPENDIX 2 

TEXT OF A NOTARIAL CONTRACT AND FICHE 

Province of Lower Canada 
District of Mon~real 

98 

On the thlrtieth day of the month of January ln tlle 
year one thousand and slxteen, Before the subscribing publlc 
not~ries for the PrOVlnc~ of Lower Cenada resldlng ln the 
City of Montreal Personally came and appeared Phoeby Hough 
widow of Late John Conklln resldlng in the Salnt Lawrence 
subburb near the Clty of Montreal of the one part. 

And Mr. Wililam Hlms·worth of the salà Salnt Lawrence 
subburb of the other part: 

WhlCh sald Phoeby Hough, for the best advantage and 
cornfort of Huldah Conklln her minor chlld 2ged of twelve 
years old has voluntarily placed and bound the said Hul~ah 
Con k 11 n a sas e r van tan d a pp r e n t 1 cet 0 the saI d ~l r. W If •• 
Hlmsworth before the slgnlng of these present and to 
contlnue and serve him and hlS famlly untill the sald Huldah 
Conklln shall have attalned the full age of elghteen years. 
During aIl WhlCh said term the sald Pnoeby Hough prom1ses 
that her sald daughter shall and wlii falthfully serve and 
àernedn herself and be just and true to hlm the sald Wlillam 
Hirnsworth hlS heIrs, aàmlnu=;trators and asslgns as her 
master. 

Keep secrets; and every where wIlllngly obey aIl hlS 
lawful commanàs; she shall do no hurt or damage to her sald 
ma ste r ln hl ses ta te 0 rot he r W 1 se,. no r w 1 111 n 9 lys u f fer 1:: 

to be cione by others and whether prevented or not shall 
forth with glve notlce therof to her sald master. She shall 
not at any time absent herself from the sald service of her 
said master wlt.hout hlS leave, but ln aIl thlngs as a good 
and falt!1ful servant anè apprentlce demean anè Dena've as 
becometh. 

And ln Conslderatlon of the above covenants the sala 
WIlliam Hlffiswortp promlses to cause to be taught to the salà 
Huldah Conklln the managl?ment of house keeplng ln lts 
d I f fer e n t b r a n che s . t 0 9 1 ve h e r dur 1 n 9 the s a 1 à ter Ir. s 1 x 
months schoollngln readlng anà ,.,,!"i'::,in~ and shall anè \011 
also flnà and allow unto tne sald apprentlce, meat, rj::-ln"" 
washlng, loàgIng and apparel both llnen and woollen and aIl 
other necessarles ln sickness and ln health meet ênè 
convenlent for such an apprentlce durlng the terffi afO[PSalè. 

Thus àone and passeè at ~ontreal the àay and y~ar :1[S: 

above wrltten and hav~ the partIes slgneè wltn us the Sâlà 
notarles these presents havl~g been first duly read ln tnel: 
presence seven woràs expungeè are VGld 



(slgned) W. Hlffisworth 
Phebe Conklln 
N. B. Doucet 
J. M. Mondolet 
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APPENDIX 4 

- SERVANTS 
NOMINATIVE LIST CF 

HlRED THROUGH NOTARIAL CONTRACT 

PARENT OR TUTOR MASTER OR 
MISTRESS 

1 ANDEGRAVE,ANTOINE JOSEPH ANDEGPAVE JOSEPH PAPINEAU 
2 BAlLEY, ROBERT WILLIAM BAILEY BAS ILE BELANGER 
3 BAKON, JOHN BENJAMIN HART 
4 BARBEAU, ESTHER JOSEPH BARBEAU .:fOSEPHTE PIETTE 
5 BARNES, MARY ISAAC BARNES ISABET.,LA 

t'lEATHERIT 
6 BAUDRIA DIT LABONTE, JEAN BAPTISTE PIERRE DE 

MICHEL BAUDRIA DIT LABONTE ROCHE BLANC 
7 BAUNE, ANDRE ANDRE BAUNE ROBERT HARWOOD 
8 BEAUCHAMS, JOSEPH JOSEPH ROI 
9 BELLEROSE, PIERRE JEAN BAPTISTE JEAN DOMINIQUE 

BELLEROSE BERNARD 
10 BENNET, MARY ANNE JAMES BENNET JOHN BENNING 

MONK 
11 BENOIT, GABRIEL MARIE PAPINEAU ELIZABETH ROY 
12 BIROLEAU, MARGUERITE PIERRE BIROLEAU JOSEPH ROBREAU 

DUPLESSIS 
13 BISSON, EM.ILIE Fru\NCOIS BISSON JEAN BAPTISTE .... LAUZON 

~ 14 BOYER, MARGUERITE MICHEL ST DENIS & MARIE VINCENT 
MARGUERITE BLAIE 

15 BRATH, SUSANNAH JOSEPH BRATH SAMUAEL TUBBY 
16 BROWN, ELEANOR CHRISTIAN WAGNER ELIZABETH STEEN 
17 BROWN, WILLIAM CHRISTIAN WAGNER TlIOMAS RE ID 
18 BUCHdNON, JOHN DAVID KENNELY 
19 CAREY, MICHAEL JAMES GORDON 
20 CARROLL, THOMAS JOHN DONOLLAN HENRY LOEDEL 
21 CE RAT , BARTHELEMY MARIE LOUISE PIERRE BIBAUD 

LEFEBRE 
22 CERAT DIT JEAN & LOUIS CERAT ANTOINE DUBORD 

COQUILLARD, DIT COQUILLARD DIT LATOURELLE 
MARIE ANNE 

23 CERAT, SCHOLASTIQUE MARIE LOUISE PIERRE BIBAUD 
LEFEBRE 

24 CHAGNON, CELESTE FERNCOrS CHAGNON FRANCOIS DE 
LAPERRIER 

25 CHARTRAND, PAUL PHILIPPE 
DUFRESNE 

26 CLOHECY, ANN ROBERT CLOHE~Y BORRUCK SEIY 
27 CLOONESS, PEGGY WILLIAM 

ROBERTSON 
28 COCHUE, DAVID FRANCOIS COCHUE LOUIS RAYMOND 

PLESSIS BELAlRE 
29 CONBLIN, HULDAH PHOEBY HOUGH WILLIAM 

~ HIMSWORTH , ..... 
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30 CONNELLY, JAMES JOHN CONNELLY 

31 COPPING, GEORGE, JR. GEORGE COPPING, SR. 

32 CORBIN, JULIE FRANCOIS CORBIN 
33 COX, ANN PATRICK COX 
34 CRANEY, MARY JOSEPH CRANEY 
35 CROISEQUAlRE, ABRAHAM 
36 CURRAN, FRANCIS THOMAS CURRAN 
37 DAGENAIS, BASILE FRANCOIS DAGENAIS 

38 DEGEN, GEORGE 
39 DELANEY, MARGARET 

40 DESJARDINS, PIERRE 
41 DENSHER, MARIANNE 
42 DEQUOI DIT PICARD, 

CHRISTINE 
43 DESCHAMPS DIT 

HUNEAU, LOUISE 
44 DONNELY, BEDIE 
45 DOYER, AUGUSTIN 
46 DUBUC, JOHN 
47 DUCHESNE, MARIE 

MARGUERITE 
48 DUPORC, JOSEPH 

49 EAGAN, M.ICHAEL 
50 ELLIOT, JOHN 

51 EVANS, JOHN 

52 EvANS, RICHARD 

53 FARRELL, JOHN 
54 FAUCHERE, TOUSSAINT 
55 FERGUSON, MARIE 

56 FINYOUCAN, MARY 

57 FLACHSMAN, BARBARA 
58 FLETT, ELIZABETH 
59 FLETT, KELEINE 
60 FOURNELLE, EMILIE 
61 FREEMAN, FRANCIS 

JACOB 
62 GA1~IPAN, ROSE 
63 GANNON, ELLEN 

64 GAUTHIER, MICHEL 
65 GIGUERE, CASIMIR 

66 GIRARD, LOUIS 

GASPARD DEGEN 
PATRICK DELANEY 

GABRIEL DESJARDINS 
BONIFACE DENSHER 
MARGUERITE DUQUET 

MARIE BAUDRIA 

PATRICK DONNELY 

CLAUDE DUBUC 
CATHERINE DUMANT 

JEAN BAPTISTE 
BOUGRET DIT DUFORC 

SARAH POWELL 

EDWARD FARRELL 

MARY LESTER 

PIERRE FLACHSMAN 
ANGUS SHAW 
ANGUS SHAW 
FRANCOIS FOURNELLE 
LEONARD FREEMAN 

PATRICK GANNON 

JOACHIM GIRARD 

103 
JULES MAURICE 

QUESNEL 
HENRY PETER 

LEODEL 
JULIE CAMPEAU 
JAMES MCCLUSKY 
NAHUM. MOWER 
GEORGE FULLUM 
GEORGE DAVIES 
PAUL JOSEPH 

LACROIX 
JAMES REID 
FOSTER IS~L 

WEEKS 
DAVID STANSFELD 
ERNEST IDLER 
JOSEPH TULLOCK 

LEON BERNARD 
LEPROHON 

ANDREW RAINS FORD 
JAMES HENDERSON 
WILLIAM BINLEY 
MADAME CLAUDE 

ORLEANS 
HYPOLITE GUY 

SIMON FRASER 
LOUIS CHARLES 

PROVINDIE 
JOHOSOPHATE 

MOUNTAIN 
GEORGE SAGE 

HENSHAW 
MARTIN PAINE 
PIERRE MARNIER 
JEAN BAPTISTE 

LAURON 
HENRY JAMES 

MARTIN 
RICHARD SMITH 
JOSEPH PREVOST 
GABRIEL ROY 
CHARLES DUPUIS 
THOMAS TOLM.AN 

ANTOINE HERelLE 
MARIA CHARLOTTE 

DE LOTHBINIERE 
HENRY LOEDEL 
JOSEPH ATHANASE 

NORMANDEAU 
LOUIS JOSEPH 

PAPINEAU 
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67 GOODRICK, ABRAHAM 

68 GORMAN, ANTHONY 

JOHN GOODRICK 

69 GOULET, MARGUERITE PIERRE GOULET 
70 GRAVES, NANCY RICHARD GRAVES 
71 GREATWOOD, MARY ANN THOMAS WATTS 
72 GRIFFITH, MARY 

73 GUTHERY, JOHN, JR. 
74 HADDY, MARIA 
75 HALE, THOMAS 

76 HALPINY, 
PATRICK, JR. 

77 HAWKINS, JAMES 
78 HAY, WILLIAM 
79 HEALLY, JOHN 
80 HUNTER, ALEXANDER 
81 JAMIESON, JOHN, JR. 
82 JEFFREYS, ELIZA 

83 JOHNSON, JOHN 
84 JUBINVILLE, MARIE 

85 KELLEEN, THOMAS 

JOHN GUTHERY, SR. 
JOHN HADDY 
THOMAS HALE 

PATRICK HALPINY, SR. 

JOHN HETTRICK 
CATHERINE KILLFILES 

JOHN JAMIESON, SR. 
DAVID JEFFREYS 

86 KIDD, ANNA JOHN KIDD 
87 LAJEUNESSE, JEAN THERESE ROCHEFORD 

BAPTISTE 
88 LACOMBE, JOSEPH 

89 LANDRY, ABRAHAM CHARLES LANDRY 

104 
WILLIAM 

MCGILLIVRAY 
JAMES FRANCIS 

LEWIS GENEVAY 
JOSEPH GRIFFARD 
WILLI,MI WRAGG 
GEORGE RYKART 
WILLIAM 

NORTHEDGE 
CHARLES GRANT 
WILLIAM RALSTON 
FRANCIS J. 

LEONARD AND H. 
LEONARE 

RENE JOSEPH 
KIMBER 

ANGUS SHAW 
THOMAS THAIN 
BENJAMIN ROOTH 
WILLIAM BURNETT 
ANGUS SHAW 
WILLIAM GRIMES 

BLANCHARD 
DANIEL HARTELL 
JEAN BAPTISTE 
DUPLEIN DIT ST. 

JEAN 
WILLIAM 

ROBERTSON 
THOMAS PORTEOUS 
JOHN HETTERICK 

90 LAPIERRE DIT MARCA, LUC LAPIERRE DIT MARCA 

CHRISTASOME 
MARTINAULT 

JOHN JESSE 
REEVES 

JOHN ROACH 
LUC 

91 LAPORTE, CECILE LAURENT LAPORTE 
92 LARCHEVEQUE, LOUIS 
93 LARDY, JEAN BAPTISTE FRANCOIS LARDY 

94 LAURENT DIT LORTE, 
ANTOINE 

95 LEMOINE, LOUIS 

96 LETANG, APOLLINE JEAN BAPTISTE LEVESQUE 
97 LEATHART, ELIZABETH GEORGE LEATHART 
98 LITTLE, RICHARD 
99 LONG, THOMAS 

100 LYNN, JOSEPH 
101 MACBRIDE, MARGUERITE JOHN MACBRIDE 

102 MCBRIDE, MARGUERITE JOHN CHARLES MCBRIDE 

SPOONER 
WILLIAM BINLEY 
CHARLES WILLARD 
ANTOINE DUBORD 

LATOURELLE 
GUILLAUME ROI 

DOMINIQUE 
ROUSSEAU 

GENEVIEVE LARDY 
JAMES BARLOW 
FRANCIS RASeo 
DAVID STANS~'ELD 
SIMON FRASER 
NICHOLAS 

BENJAMIN DOUCET 
PATRICK PHELAN 
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103 HeDONNELL, FLORA SAMUEL S. BRIDGE 

(: 104 MCKEOGH, NANCY CONNEL MCKEOGH LAWRENCE CASTLE 
105 HeKEON, JOHN EDWARD MARCH 
106 MCM!LLAN, ISJ.4.BELLA DUNCAN MCHILLAN AUGUSTA INFIELD 
107 MAILEY, PATRICK BENJAMIN HART 
108 MAINVILLE, FRANCOIS FRANCOIS MAINVILLE ' RALPH SARTON 

HOLLAND 
109 MAROIS, ANDRE JOHN GREGORY 
110 MARTlNAULT, MARIE JOSEPH MARTlNAULT FRANCOIS LAURIN 

EUGENIE 
111 MASTA, PIERRE CATHERINE BARBAUD NICHOLAS 

BENJAMIN DOUCET 
112 MAY, MARTHA WILLIAM MAY GEORGE WILLARD 
113 MEREDITH, MARY ANN JUDITH WALSH PATRICK MCAULEY 
114 MENANCON, ANGELIQUE PIERRE MEHANCON JOSEPH LOUIS 
115 MILLS, DAVID DONALD MCLEAN 
116 MITCHELL, MARTHA FORBES MITCHELL JAMES OGILVY 
117 MOUSSEAU, ANDREW PORTEOUS 

JEAN BAPTISTE 
118 MUDFORD, MARY WILLIAM MUDFORD ELIZABETH BUNKER 
119 MURPHY, JOLY PATRICK MURPHY JOSEPH MAURICE 

LA MOTHE 
120 O'BRIEN, ELIZABETH ABIGAIL GOTSON ANN CUTHBERT 

KNIGHT 
121 OBRIEN, JOHN PATRICK OBRIEN JOSEPH MASSON 
122 O'CONNER, PATRICK JAMES MCGILL 

DESRIVIERES 

(~ 123 O'FLYN, JOHN, JR. JOSEPH O'FLYN ALEXANDER FRASER 
124 0' HARA, JOHN WILLIAM 

MCGILLIVRAY 
SIMON 

MCGILLIVRAY 
ARCHIBALD NORMAN 

MCLEOD 
THOMAS TRAIN 
HENRY MACKENZ lE 
PIERRE DE 

ROCHE BLANC 
125 O'RILEY, MARY ANN JOSJ!!PH O'RILEY JOHN PORTEOUS 
126 PARENT, ELIZABETH ANTOINE DUROCHER JOSEPH PAPINEAU 
127 PELTIER, JOSEPH HYPOLITE GUY 
128 PETIT JEAN, ANTOINE GEORGE FULLUM, 

PERE 
129 PHELAN, ANDREW CATHERINE MCCORMICK JAMES GORDON 
130 PHELAN, ANNA JAMES GORDON 
131 PICKRUN, RICHARD RICHARD PICKRUN ARIEL BOWMAN 
132 POIRIER, ANGELIQUE THERESE MARTIN MICHEL EUSTACHE 

GASPARD DE 
LOTHBINIERE 

133 POITRAS, MARIA MARIE AMABLE PREVOST PIERRE CHARLAND 
CHARLOTTE 

134 POLLOCK, ROBERT ARTHUR WEBSTER 
1 

(~ 
13S PORTEOUS, MARY PELAGIE LAROCHELLE WILLIAM PORTEOUS 

MARGARET 
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136 PORTEOUS, PELAGIE PELAGIE LAROCHELLE JAMES PORTEOUS - 137 RADlKER, HENRY HENRY RADIIŒR EDOUARD BEAUBIEN 
:...J.' 138 RANKIN, CATHERINE HENRY RANKIN ELIZABETH 

STEVENS BABUTY 
139 RANKIN, SAMUEL HENRY RANKIN ELIZABETH 

STEVENS BABUTY 
140 RAYNAUD, PASCHAL BENJAMIN MARTEAU 
141 REID, DAVID WILLIAM RALSTON 
142 RICHER, FRANCAIS JOSEPH PAPINEAU 
143 RIVAIS, JOSEPH JEAN BAPTISTE PIERRE ROY 

RIVAIS 
144 ROACH, RICHARD HENRY GRIFFITH 
145 ROACHS, CATHERINE THOMAS ROACHS SAMUEL BARRETT 
146 ROBIN DIT LAPOINTE, PIERRE ROBIN DIT JOHN CHRISTIAN 

JOSEPH MAZERE LAPOINTE STEEB 
147 ROGAN, PATRICK PETER ROGAN NICHOLAS 

BENJAMIN DOUCET 
148 ROMAIN, MARGUERITE JEAN BAPTISTE ROMAIN LOUIS MARIE 

JOSEPH BEAMOND 
149 RUTHERFORD, SAMUEL JOHN RUTHERFORD JOHN JAMES SIMS 
150 RYAN, DENNIS JAMES MCDONNELL 
151 SENECAL, LOUIS PIERRE SENECAL PIERRE PLESSIS 

BELAIRE 
152 SHERIDAN, PATRICK MICHAEL SHERIDAN JAMES FRANCIS 

LEWIS GENEVAY 
153 SISSON, WILLIAM ISABELLA GREGORY 
154 SMITH, ARCHIBALD ANN SMITH GEORGE SHORE .... 155 SMITH, EDWARD EDWARD SMITH HAMILTON JESSUP - DIBBLE 
156 SPIASS, GEORGE JOHN SPIASS GEORGE KIMBALL 
157 ST. ARNEAUD, EDWARD THOMAS THAIN 
158 ST. ONGE, JOSEPH JOSEPH ST. ONGE JOHN JESSE 

REEVES 
159 SWELLS, NATHANIEL ISABELLA PRESTON ARTHUR LLOYD 
160 SUREAU, FRANCOIS FRANCOIS SUREAU DIT LAWRENCE CASTLE 

ST. LOUIS 
161 TAYLOR, MARY ANN ROBERT TAYLOR WILLIAM 

STEVENSON 
162 TETRO, JULIE FELICITE LAUZON JOSEPH MILLAIRE 

& JOSEPHE 
DEROCHER 

163 TETRO, PIERRE FRANCOIS LAPUIR 
164 THISTLETHWAYTE, JAMES THISTLETHWAYTE JAMES STANSFELD 

JAMES RAINE 
165 THORNBERRY, RICHARD JOHN OGILVY 
166 THOUIN, XAVIAR PIERRE THOUIN BENJAMIN 

PAPINEAU 
167 THOMPSON, DAVID ELIZABETH PITRE LISEY MCDONALD 
168 TRn~GUE, MARIE LOUISE DEBLOIS JAMES MCGILL 

JEAN BAPTISTE DESRIVIERES 
169 TRUDEAU, EMILIE FRANCOIS TRUDEAU AUSTIN 'l'WISS 
170 VALlERES, NARCISSE FRANCOIS VALIERE JOSEPH PAPINEAU 
171 VALIN, THERESE CHARLES VALIN JEAN PHILIPPE 

~ LE PROHON . " 

... "" 
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172 VIARD, JEAN ANTOINE DAVID THOMAS 

{~ 
KENNELLY 

173 VINET DIT SOULIGNY, ANTOINE VINET DIT CHARLES ADRIEU 
FLAVIE SOULIGNY BERTHELOT 

174 WAGNER, PIERRE FREDERICK WAGNER JOHN JEFFRIES 
175 WELBURN, ANNA GEORGE SAVAGE WILLIAM 

HIMSWORTH 
176 WHITE, ANNIE CHARLES WHITE JOSEPH LAURENT 
177 WILLIAMS, THOMAS JOHN OGILVY 
178 WOOD, ELIZABETH JOHN WOOD THOMAS BLACKWOOD 

& J. P. HOGG 
179 WOOD, ROBERT PETER DEVINS W!LLIAM BINGHAM 
180 CAROLINE SAMUEL FROST CORNELIUS 

CHALFIELD 

(~ 
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NOMINATIVE LIST OF MASTERS AND MISTRESSES 
HIRING SERVANTS BY NOTARIAL CONTRACT 

MASTERS AND MtSTRESSES 

1 BABUT!, ELIZABETH STEVENS 

2 BARLOW, JAMES 
3 BARRETT, SAMUEL 
4 BEABIEN, EDOUARD 
5 BEAUMOND, LOUIS MARIE JOSEPH 
6 BELAIRE, PIERRE PLESSIS 
7 8ELANGER, BASILE 
8 BERNARD, JEAN DOMINIQUE 
9 BERTHELOT, CHARLES ADRIEU 

10 BIBAUD, P:ERRE 

11 BINGHAM, WILLIAM 
12 BINLEY, WILLIAM * 

(SEE ALSO ELIZABETH 
CATHERINE NATHAN) 

13 BLACKWOOD, THOMAS 
14 BLANCHARD, WILtIAM GRIMES 
15 BOWMAN, ARIEL 
16 BRIDGE, SAMUEL S. 
17 BUNKER, ELIZABETH 
18 8URNETT, WILLIAM 
19 CAMPEAU, JULIE 
20 CARDINAL, MARIE CATHERINE * 

(SEE ALS0 JOSEPH ROBREAU 
DUPLESSIS) 

21 CHALFIELD, CORNELIUS 
22 CHARLAND, PIERRE * 

(SEE ALSO MARGUERITE 
FRANCHERE) 

23 CASTLE, LAWRENCE 

24 CHERRIER, ROSALIE 
(SEE ALSO JOSEPH PAPINEAU) 

25 DAVIES, GEORGE 
26 DE LAPERRIERE, FRANCOIS 
27 DE LOTHBINIERE, CHARLOTTE 
28 DE LOTHBINIERE, * 

MICHEL EUSTACHE GASPARD 
(SEE ALSO CHARLOTTE MUNRO) 

SERVANTS 

CATHERINE RNNKIN 
HENRY RANKIN 
ELIZABETH LEATHART 
CATHERINE R1ACHS 
HENRY RADIKèR 
MARGUERITE ROMAIN 
LOUIS SENECAL 
ROBERT BAI LEY 
PIERRE BELLEROSE 
FLAVIE VINET DIT 

SOULIGNY 
BARTHELEMY CERAT 
SCHOLASTIQUE CERAT 
ROBERT WOOD 
JOHN DUBUC 
CECI LE r.APORTE 

ELIZABETH WOOD 
ELIZA JEFFREYS 
RICHARD PICKRUN 
FLORA MCDONNELL 
MARY MUDFORD 
ALEXANDER HUNTER 
JULIE CORBIN 
MARGUERITE BIROLEAU 

CAROLINE 
MARIA CHARLOTTE 

POITRAS 

NANCY MCKEOGH 
FRANCOIS SUREAU 
NARCISSE VALLERES 

FRANCIS CURRAN 
CELESTE CHAGNON 
ELLEN GANNON 
ANGELIQUE POIRIER 

* Denotes a husband and wife entering a contract together. 
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29 DE ROCHEBLANC, PIERRE 

30 DEROCHER, JOSEPHE (SEE ALSO 
JOSEPH MILLAIRE) 

31 DESRIVIERES, JAMES MCGILL 

32 DOUCET, NICHOLAS BENJAMIN * 
(SEE ALSO EUPHROSINE KIMBER) 

33 DUBORD DIT LATOURELLE, ANTOINE 
(SEE ALSO ANTOINE DUBORD 

LATOURELLE) 
34 DUFRESNE, PHILIPPE 
35 DUPLEIN OIT ST. JEAN, JEAN BAPTISTE 
36 DUPLESSIS, JOSEPH ROBREAU * 

(SEE ALSO MARIE CATHERINE 
CARDINAL) 

37 DUPUIS, CHARLES 
38 FARIRAULT, CATHERINE LOUISE * 

(SEE ALSO LEON BERNARD 
LEPROHON) 

39 FRAN~HERE, MARGUERITE * 
(SEE ALSO PIERRE CHARLAND) 

40 FRASER, ALEXANDER 
41 FRASER, SIMON 
42 FULLUM, GEORGE 
43 FULLUM, GEORGE, PERE 
44 GENEVAY, JAMES FRANCIS LEWIS 

45 GORDON, JAMES 

46 GRANT, CHARLES 
47 GREGORY, ISABELLA 
48 GREGORY, JOHN 
49 GRIFFARD, JOSEPH 
50 GRIFFIN, JULIA * 

(SEE ALSO WILLIAM PORTEOUS) 
51 GRIFFITH, HENRY 
52 GUY, HYPOLITE 

53 HART, BENJAMIN 

54 HARTELL, DANIEL 
55 HARWOOD, ROBERT 
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MICHEL BAUDRIA DIT 
LABONTE 

THOMAS O'HARA l 
JULIE TETRO 

PATRICK O'CONNER 
JEAN BAPTISTE 

TRINGUE 
MARGUERITE MACBRIDE 
PIERRE MASTA 
PATRICK ROGAN 
MARIE ANNE CERAT DIT 

COQUILLARD 

PAUL CHARTRAND 
MARIE JUBINVILLE 
MARGUERITE BIROLEAU 

EMILIE FOURNELLE 
LOUISE OESCHAMPS DIT 

HUNEAU 

MARIE CATHERINE 
POITRAS 

JOHN O'FLYN, JR. 
JOSEPH LYNN 
ABRAHAM CROISEQUAIRE 
ANTOINE PETIT JEAN 
ANTHONY GORMAN 
PATRICK SHERIDAN 
MICHAEL, CAREY 
ANDREW PHELAN 
ANNA PHELAN 
JOHN GUTHERY, JR. 
WILLIAM SISSON 
ANDRE MAROIS 
MARGUERITE GOULET 
MARY MARGARETE 

LAROCHELLE 
RICHARD ROACH 
JOSEPH DUFORD 
JOSEPH PELTIER 
JOHN BAKON 
PATRICK MAILEY 
JOHN JOHNSON 
ANDRE BAUNE 

1 Thomas O'Hara was hired by Pierre De Rocheblanc, Wllllam 
ano Simon McGilli..vray, Archibald Norman Mcleod, Thomas 
Thain, And Henry Mackenzie who were acting under the name of 
thelC f.iem McTavish, McGlllivray's and co. 



56 HENDERSON, JAMES 
57 HENSHAW, GEORGE SAGE 
58 HETTERICK, JOHN 

59 HIMSWORTH, WILLIAM 

60 HOGG, J. P. 
61 HOLLAND, RALPH BARTON 
62 IDLER, ERNEST 
63 INFIELD, AUGUSTA 
64 JEFFRIES, JOHN 
65 JESSUP, HAMILTON DIBBLE 
66 KENNELY, DAVID (ALSO KENNELLY) 

67 KIMBALL, GEORGE 
68 KIMBER, EUPHROSINE * 

(SEE ALSO NICHOLAS BENJAMIN 
DOUCET) 

69 KIMBER, RENE JOSEPH 
70 KNIGHT, ANN CUTHBERT 
71 LACROIX, PAUL JOSEPH 
72 LA MOTHE, JOSEPH MAURICE 
73 LAPUIR, FRANCOIS 
74 LARDY, GENVIEVE 
75 LATOURELLE, ANTOINE DUBORD 
76 LAURENT, JOSEPH 
77 LAURIN, FRANCOIS 

78 LAURON, JEAN BAPTISTE 
79 LAUZON, JEAN BAPTISTE 
80 LEODEL, HENRY PETER (ALSO LOEDEL) 

81 LEONARD, FRANCIS J. REUBEN 2 
82 LEONARE, H. 
83 LEPROHON, JEAN PHILIPPE 
84 LEPROHON, LEON BERNARD * 

(SEE ALSO CATHERINE LOUISE 
FARIBAULT) 

85 LLOYD, ARTHUR 
86 LOUIS, JOSEPH 
87 MACKENZIE, HENRY 
88 MCAULEY, PATRICK 
89 MCCLUSKY, JAMES 
90 MCDONALD, LISEY 
91 MCDONNELL, JAMES 
92 MCGILLVRAY, WILLIAM 

93 MCGILLIVRAY, SIMON 
94 MCLEAN, DONALD 

AUGUSTIN DOYER 
RICHARD EVANS 
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JEAN BAPTISTE 
LAJEUNESSE 

HULDAH CONBLIN 
ANNA WELBURN 
ELIZABETH WOOD 
FRANCOIS MAINVILLE 
MARIANNE DENSHER 
ISABELLA MCMILLAN 
PIERRE WAGNER 
GEORGE SPIASS 
JOHN BUCHANON 
JEAN ANTOINE VIARD 
GEORGE SPIASS 
MARGUERITE MACBRIDE 

PATRICK HALPINY, JR. 
ELIZABETH O'BRIEN 
BASILE DAGENAIS 
JULY MURPHY 
PIERRE TETRO 
APOLLINE LETANG 
JEAN BAPTISTE LARDY 
ANNIE WHITE 
MARIE EUGENIE 

MARTINAULT 
MARIE FERGUSON 
EMILIE BISSON 
THOMAS CARROLL 
GEORGE COPPING, JR. 
MICHEL GAUTHIER 
THOMAS HALE 
THOMAS HALE 
THERESE VALIN 
LOUISE DESCHAMPS DIT 

HUNEAU 

NATHANIEL SWELLS 
ANGELIQUE MENANCON 
THOMAS O'HARA 
MARY ANNE MEREDITH 
ANN COX 
DAVID THOMPSON 
DENNIS RYAN 
ABRAHAM GOODRICK 
THOMAS O'HARA 
THOMAS O'HARA 
DAVID MILLS 

2 Thomas Hale was hired by Francis J. Reuben Leonard and H. 
Leonare through a single contract. 
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95 MCLEOD, ARCHIBALD NORMAN 
96 MARCH, EDWARD 
97 MARNIER, PIERRE 
98 MARTEAU, BENJAMIN * 

(SEE ALSO ROBERT O'KINE) 
99 MARTIN, HENRY JAMES 

100 MARTINAULT, CHRISTASOME 
101 MASSON, JOSEPH 
102 MERCI LE, ANTOINE 
103 MILLAIRE, JOSEPH * 

(SEE ALSO JOSPHE DEROCHER) 
104 MITTLEBERGER, ANN MARIA * 

(SEE ALSO GEORGE RYKART) 
105 MONK, JOHN BENNING 
106 MOUNTAIN, JOHOSOPHATE 
107 MOWER, NAHUM 
108 MITTLEBERGER, ANN MARIA 
109 MUNRO, CHARLOTTE * 

(SEE ALSO MICHEL EUSTACHE 
GASPARD DE LOTHBINIERE) 

110 NORMANDEAU, JOSEPH ATHANASE 
111 NORTHEDGE, WILLIAM 
112 OGILVY, JAMES 
113 OGILVY, JOHN 

114 O'KINE, ROBERT * 
(SEE ALSO BENJAMIN MARTEAU) 

115 ORLEANS, CLAUDE MADAME 

116 PAINE, MARTIN 
117 PAPINEAU, BENJAMIN 
118 PAPINEAU, JOSEPH 

119 PAPINEAU, LOUIS JOSEPH * 
(SEE ALSO ROSALIE CHERRIER) 

120 PHELAN, PATRICK 
121 PIETTE, JOSHEPHTE 
122 PLESSIS BELAIRE, LOUIS RAYMOND 
123 PORTEOUS, ANDREW 

124 PORTEOUS, JAMES 

125 PORTEOUS, JOHN 
126 PORTEOUS, THOMAR 
127 PORTEOUS, WILLIAM * 

(SEE ALSO JULIA GRIFPIN) 
128 PREVOST, JOSEPH 
129 PROVINOIE, LOUIS CHARLES 
130 QUESNEL, JULF.S MAURICE 
131 RAINSFORD, ANDREW * 

(~EE ALSO MI STRESS RAINSFORO) 
132 RAINSFORD, MI STRESS * 
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THOMAS O'HARA 
JOHN MCKEON 
TOUSSA~NT FAUCHERE 
PASCHAL RAYNAUD 

MARY FINYOUCAN 
JOSEPH LACOMBE 
JOHN OBRIEN 
ROSE GALLIPAN 
JULIE TETRO 

MARY ANN GREATWOOO 

MARY ANN BENNETT 
JOHN EVANS 
MARY CRANEY 
MARY ANN GREATWOOD 
ANGELIQUE POIRIER 

CASIMIR GIGUERE 
MARY GRIFFITH 
MARTHA MITCHELL 
RICHARD THORNBERRY 
THOMAS W! T ... LI AMS 
PASCHAL RAYNAUD 

MARIE MARGUERITE 
DUCHESNE 

JOHN FARRELL 
XAVIAR THOUIN 
ANTOINE ANDEGRAVE 
ELIZABETH PARENT 
FRANCAIS RICHER 
NARCISSE VALlERES 
LOUIS GIRARD 

MARGUERITE MCBRIDE 
ESTHER BARBEAU 
DAVID COCHUE 
JEAN BAPTISTE 

MOUSSEAU 
PELAGIE CAROLINE 

PORTEOUS 
MARY ANN O'RILEY 
ANN KIDO 
MARY MARGARET 

PORTEOUS 
ELIZABETH FLETT 
JOHN ELLIOT 
JAMES CONNELLY 
BEDIE DONNELY 

BEDIE DONNELY 
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(SEE ALSO ANDREW RAINSFORD) 
133 RALSTON, WILLIAM 

134 RASCO, FRANCIS 
135 REEVES, JOHN JESSE 

136 REID, THOMAS 
137 REID, JAMES 
138 ROBERTSON, WILLIAM 
139 ROI, GUILLAUME 

140 ROOTH, BENJAMIN 
141 ROUSSEAU, DOMINIQUE 
142 ROY, ELIZABETH 
143 ROY, GABRIEL 

144 RYKART, GEORGE * 
(~EE AL~O ANN MARIA 

145 SEIY, BORUCK 
146 SHAW, ANGUS 

147 SHORE, GEORGE 
148 SIMS, JOHN JAMES 
149 SMITH, RICHARD, FILS 
150 SPOONER, JOHN ROACH 

151 STANSFELD, DAVID 

152 STANSFELD, JAMES 

153 STEEB, JOHN CHRISTIAN 

154 STEEN, ELIZABETH 
155 STEVENSON, WILLIAM 
156 THAIN, THOMAS 

157 TOLMAN, THOMAS 

158 TUBBY, SAMUEL 
159 TULLOCK, AUGUSTIN 

160 TWISS, AUSTIN 
161 VINCENT, MARIE 
162 WEATHERIT, ISABELLA 
163 WEBSTER, ARTHUR 
164 WEEKS, FORSTER ISRAEL 
165 WILLARD, CHARLES 
166 WILLARD, GEORGE 
167 WRAGG, WILLIAM 

MITTLEBERGER) 

MARIA HADDY 
DAVID REID 
RICHARD LITTLE 
ABRAHAM LANDRY 
JOSEPH ST. ONGE 
WILLIAM BROWN 
GEORGE DEGEN 
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THOMAS KELLEEN 
ANTOINE LAURENT DIT 

LORTE 
JOHN HEALLY 
LOUIS NOEL LEMOINE 
GABRIEL BENOIT 
JOSEPH BEAUCHAMS 
HET~EH~E FLETT 
MARY ANN GREATWOOD 

ANN CLOHECY 
JAMES HAWKINS 
JOHN JAMIESON, JR. 
ARCHIBALD SMITH 
SAMUEL RUTHERFORD 
BARBARA FLACHSMAN 
LUC LAPIERRE DIT 

MARCA 
PIERRE DESJARDINS 
THOMAS LONG 
JAMES RAINE 

TH l S'rLETHWAYTE 
JOSEPH NAZERE ROBIN 

DIT LAPOINTE 
ELEANOUR BROWN 
MARY ANN TAYLOR 
WILLIAM HAY 
THOMAS O'HARA 
FRANCIS JACOB 

FREEMAN 
SUSANNAH BRATH 
CHRISTINE DEQUOI DIT 

PICARD 
EMILIE TRUDEAU 
MARGUERITE BOYER 
MARY BARNES 
ROBERT POLLOCK 
MARGARET DELANEY 
LOUIS LARCHEVEQUE 
MARTHA MAY 
NANCY GRAVES 
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APPENDIX 3 

AGE OF DOMESTICS 
ENTERING SERVICE FROM NOTARIAL CONTRACTS 

1yuu-
1 0 0 
Z 0 0 
3 0 0 
.lf f f 
5 Z 0 
6 J+ 0 
'1 Z 0 
6 5 0 

-9 5 1 
10 1- Z, 

if !S 5 
( 12 ':J 5 

1~ .0 10 
fit fZ 6 
15 5 At 
16 3 At 
f? 0 ...,. 
18 0 2, 

f' 0 0 
ZO , 1 

Unknown. 0 fO 

( 
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\ - APPENDIX 5 

WAGES AND OTHER COMPENSATION PAYED 
TO DOMESTIC SERVANTS FROM NOTARIAL CONTRACTS 

CcrnpUWlÜDn lD 1'Wmt.n 

-tJear W'JU1t'j.MonJh 'W'.agt/.MDnlh GoodS AfDslalaf 101nL 
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.t.ra4Df scl"Viœ .cf suviu. 'Joôds 
1616 

f6'1- '-.f,f/S.O 

15'6 1-.f. J. 5.0 Z. 
Z.-.f."'t.l0.0 

f51!' 

1BIO 

- f6Z' 

- J6Z.Z 

1823 

Jt)ZH 

1eLS 1"'6S.Bp. 

1826 

1621 

fOU) 

10lS 

TOTAL 

-
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~ of 
;sh«5-1of 
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18f1 1-155. Jl. 
2' 155. 
~- (1/5.0 
Ii- L '.'0.0 
5 . .t 1.100 
b. L 1.1z..6 
1. L 1. '2..6 
tr Lz.o.o 
,-LZ.1.VZ 
,0-1.Z.10.0 
11-LZ.10.0 

(~ 
fZ-Llf.l0.0 

1610 , .. L'-1.6 
Z-LZ.5.0 

16l' 1-.E. 1.10.0 
z-.f.1.10.0 
~-L~.'O_O 

laW 1-1~$. 
z-f.2.0.0 
3-L~.S.~ 

16Z.1 1- f.1.0.0 

18U f-11.0.0 ~ 

z-LZO.1 
3-.f.,ZO.O 

f6Z3 f- LZ.1o.o 

lez'" '-Ss_5p. () 

Z-10~. 10p 
~- {f.D.O 

[1.10.6 
5-L 1.10.0 
6-L2.0.0 

( 1615 0 
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- ,8ZJJ ,-LI.o.o 
" " 

16Z1 1-f 1.1Z,.6 
z- ns.8p· 

1025 1- O~. 't'P: 1-' ~i1.Df 
z- f..l.5.0 .doUttng 
~- f,1.12.6 

f 

182.' 1-1'.1.10 

-
/ 
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APPENDIX 5 

NOMINATIVE LIST OF SERVANœS FROM CIVIL SUITS 

NAME 

1 ANDEGRAVE, ESTER 

2 BEATTY, JOHN 
3 BOnS, THOMAS 

4 BRlSBIN, MARGARET 

PARENT OR SPOUSE' S 
NAME 

JEAN BAPTISTE 
ANDEGRAVE 

5 BRISSON, MARIE JOSEPHTE 
6 BRITON, CHARLOTTE 
7 BROOKS, MARY 
8 BROWN, EDWARD JOHN CUNNINGHAM 
9 CAMERON, ELLEN 

10 CANADA, ELIZABETH * DOMINIQUE PROVINDIER 
11 CANYDY, BETTY * PATRICK CASSYDY 
12 CARR, MARY 

13 CARTIER, PIERRE 

14 CASSIDY, CECILE 
15 CAVANY, MARTIN 
16 CHOUINARD, MARGUERITE 

17 COLLINS, THOMAS 
18 CONNELY, ROSE 
19 COVEY, JAMES 
20 CRAWFORD, JANE 
21 DAIGNEAU, JOSEPHTE 

MARGUERITE GUILLBEAU 

22 DALTON, MARY * MARTIN BOWES 
23 DAVIS, GEORGE 
24 DIGNAU, PATRICK 
25 DONOHUE, ROSE 
26 DONOVAN, CATHERINE 
27 DOYLE, PATRICK 
28 DUBOYETTE, CHARLOTTE 
29 DUDDLESTON, ANN 
30 DUFFY, MARY 
31 DUNCAN, THOMAS 

32 DONDON, MARGARET * JAMES BRENNAR 
33 FALLON, THOMAS 

, MASTERS OR 
MISTRESSES NAME 

THOMAS G.PURTON 

WILLIAM SMITH 
SAMUEL WENTWORTH 

MONK 
LOUIS M. POMEROY 
GEORGE COSSER 
WILLIAM MOODY 
ETIENNE DORION 
JOHN WILLARD 
JOHN LANDGRIDGE 
GEORGE BARNARD 
WILLIAM GREEN 
PETER DOLAN & 

ELLEN BYRNE 
FRANCOIS 

DECOIGNE 
HENRY FORREST 
JOHN LANDGRIDGE 
JOSEPH BRUNETTE 

DIT LE TANG 
JOSEPH SIOONS 
PETER MARTINAULT 
WILLIAM MC DONALD 
PATRICK Q'CONNER 
ALEXIS LOUIS 

CHARLAND 
HYPOLITE LAFORCE 
DANIEL FARLEY 
RICHlJm ROBINSON 
JOHN CHALMERS 
ETIENNE DORION 
RICHARD DILLON 
PIERRE MIETTE 
SARAH WOOD 
PETER MARTINAULT 
JAMES 

THISTLETHWAYTE 
SAMUAL S. BRIDGES 
ROBERT ALGER 

* Denotes that a husband had autharized his wife, a domestic 
servant, ta appear in court. The two appear as ca-plaintiffs. 
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4"'" 34 FERGUSON, ANN JOSEPH RAND & ANN 'l" :1.\ 

'...J }WI) 

35 FERGUSON, CATHERINE GEORGE STANLEY 
36 FOX, MARY JOHN MAY 
37 GALLON, SARAH NATHANIEL BADGER WILLIAM METCALF 
38 GORHAN, ALICE WILLIAM BINLEY & 

CATHERINE NATHAN 
39 GOUDIE, JAMES HUGH JAMESON, SR. 
40 GRACE, BRIDGET HENRY FOREST 
41 GRENIER, ADELAIDE AMABLE DORVAL 
42 GRIFFIN, SARAH * DENNIS GRIFFIN EDWARD COOPER 
43 GRIMES, MICHAEL SAMUEL SHAW 
44 HAGGARD, CHRISTINE WILLIAM BINLEY 
45 HAMEL, MARIE HENRY HAMEL GABRIEL QUINTIN 

DIT DUBOIS 
46 HANAH, ELLEN ROBERT WILSON 
47 HANLEY, THOMAS RICHARD SEXTON 
48 HILL, HENRY JEAN BAPTISTE 

WILLIAM SULLIVAN 
& ELIZABETH KEEN 

49 HILL, JOSEPH DAVID MUNN 
50 HOGAN, MARGARET THOMAS HlGAN WILLIAl.( RYAN 
51 HOLLAND, FRANCES JOHN WESLEY HOLLAND ROBERT HOWARD 
52 HOLLAND, LUCY JOHN WESLEY HOLLAND ROBERT HOWARD 
53 HUGHES, BEDDY WILLIAM LAMB - 54 JETTE, ADELAIDE XAVIAR LEPROHON 
55 JONES, ANTHONY JAMES FRASER ...... 56 KENADY, NANCY CHARLES WILSON 
57 KERMAN, MARY * RANH MCTEARNAN JAMES SCOLLIAN & 

FILOWRA MC DONALD 
58 KIDD, MARGARET THOMAS & SARAH 

WILLIAMS 
59 rOSGROS, NANCY THOMAS MAtI.LGAN 
60 LA MAGDELAINE, LOUIS HONORE LA JOSEPH LALONDE 

MARIE AUCILE MAGDELAINE 
61 LAURION, VICTOIRE NICHOLAS 

ARCHAMBAULT 
62 LAVALLEE, ETIENNE ALLAIRE 

JEAN BAPTISTE 
63 LEDOU, FRANCOIS JOSEPH EDGE 
64 LEPINE, DAVID MOIRIN JOSEPH PERRAULT 

MARIE AMABLE * 
65 LEROUX, JOSEPH THOMAS LEROUX 
66 LETOURNEAU, JOSEPH VINCILLETTE SAMUEL JACOBS 

JOSEPHTE * 
67 LONG, JAMES WILLIAM SHEND 
68 LYNES, MARY PETER MILER 
69 MCGAUVRAU, PATRICK BENJAMIN THATCHER 
70 MCGLORE, CATHERINE * EDWARD MCGLORE JOHN SMITH 
71 MCGLOW, ROSE LOUIS LONEY 
72 MCMILLAN, MARY JAMES BURR PRIME - 73 MCMILLAN, MARY JOHN SPRAGG 

" . 74 MADDEN, MARY MATHEW CALLAGAN JOHN CAM 
.... # 
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75 MARCOTTE, ELIZABETH FRANCOIS MARCOTTE LOUIS BOURDON 

( 76 MARTIN, CATHERINE JOSEPH WARWICK 
77 MATRAS, ANNABELLE JOSEPH 

ARCHAMBAULT 
78 MAXWELL, NANCY JOHN HEILL ROE 
79 MERDECK, JOHN LEWIS CHARLES 
80 MILLER, ANN WILLIAM CRAIG 
81 MONARQUE, MICHEL MONARQUE PHILIPPE DUFRESNE 

MARIE ARC GANGE 
82 NOBLE, JOHN ANDREW RAINSFORD 
83 PARKER, MARGARET * JAMES PARKER JOHN MOLS ON , JR. 
84 PAUL, WILLIAM THOMAS JACKSON 
85 PERRAULT, LOUISE JOSEPH PERRAULT 
86 PIGEON, ROSALIE AUGUSTE FRECHETTE 
87 PUGH, EDWARD HECTOR MCEACHERN 
88 REEVES, ALLICE ETIENNE DORION 
89 RILEY, JAMES LEWIS POMROY 
90 RILEY, JUDY JOHN GAIN 
91 ROURKE, ANN SAMUEL BOYDE & 

HUGH MCLELLAN 
92 SANDERSON, LOUISE IABEZ D. D'WITT & 

ELIZABETH 
STEBBINS 

93 SAVOY, MARGUERITE SAVOY, JOSEPH OLIVIER GARIEPE 
94 SHAVELAN, CADY THOMAS PERKINS 
95 SMITH, MARY JAMES FARRALL 

(~ 
96 SOUMIS, MARIE JOSEPH FRASER & 

MARGARET MACLE ISH 
97 SPANKLIN, ELEANOUR JAMES WATERALL 
98 STACK, JOHN PATRICK STACK WILLAIM MCCONNELL 
99 STEPHENS, .ANNA NAHUM HALL & 

SARAH THOMPSON 
100 STETHAM, JANE SOLOMON MORRIS 
101 THIBAULT, MARIE CHARLES BOICEAU DIT VITAL BOURASSA 

SANQUARTIER 
102 TlBAU, MARIE ETIENNE TI BAU WILLIAM STEVENSON 
103 TOWERS, ELIZABETH MARY OAKES 
104 VAINE, JEAN SENET PETER MARTINAULT 

GENEVIEVE JEAN * 
105 VALIQUET, AUGUSTIN JEAN BAPTISTE 

BARRON 
106 WARD, JUDY MOSES KNAPP 
107 WELCH, MARTHA THOMAS ROWAN WILLIAM O. 

STEPHENS 
108 WHITE, MARGARET JAMES MEYERS 
109 WHITE, SOPHIA THOMAS 

WHITTLEK>RE 
110 WHITE, SOPHIA * JAMES MCREADY THOMAS 

WHITTLEMJRE 

• 
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- NOMINATIVE LIST OF MASTERS AND MISTRESSES 

..... 

..,... 

FROM CIVIL SUITS 

NAME SERVANT'S NAME 

1 ALGER, ROBERT 
2 ACHAMBAULT, JOSEPH 
3 ALLAIRE, ETIENNE 

3 ARC1AMBAULT, NICHOLAS 
4 BARNARD, GEORGE 
5 BARRON, JEAN BAPTISTE 
6 BINLEY, WILLIAM * 

(SEE ALSO CATHERINE NATHAN) 

7 BOURASSA, VITAL 
6 BOURDON, LOUIS 
8 BOYDE, SAMUEL * 

(SEE ALSO HUGH MCLELLAN) 
9 BRIDGE, SAMUEL 

10 BRUNETTE DIT LETANG, JOSEPH 
Il BYRNE, ELLEN * 

(SEE ALSO PETER DOLAN) 
12 CARR, JOHN 
13 CHALMERS, JOH~ 
14 CHARLAND, ALEXIS LOUIS 
15 CHARLES, LEWIS 
16 COOPER, EDWARD 
17 COSSER, GEORGE 
18 CRAIG, WILLIAM 
19 DECOIGNE, FRANCOIS (PERE) 
20 DILLON, RICHARD 
21 DOLAN, PETER * 

(SEE ALSO ELLEN BYRNE) 
22 DORIC~, ETIENNE 

23 DORVAL, AMABLE 
24 DUFRESNE, PHILIPPE 

25 D'WITT, IABEZ * 
(SEE ALSO ELIZABETH STEBBINS) 

26 EOGE, JOSEPH 
27 FARLEY, DANIEL 
28 FARRALL, JAMES 
29 FOREST, HENRY (ALSO SPELLED FORREST) 

30 FRASER, JAMES 
31 FRASER, JOSEPH * 

(SEE ALSO MARGARET MACLEISH) 
32 FRECHETTE, AUGUSTE 
33 GAIN, JOHN 

THOMAS FALLON 
ANNABELLE MATHAS 
JEAN BAPTIS'rE 

LAVALEE 
VICTOIRE LAURION 
ELIZABETH CANADA 
AUGUSTIN VALIQUET 
ALICE GORMAN 

CHRISTINE HAGGARO 
MARIE THIBAULT 
FRANCOIS MARCOTTE 
ANN ROURKE 

MARGARET DUNDON 
MARGUERITE CHOUINARD 
MARY CARR 

MARY MADDEN 
ROSE DONOHUE 
JOSEPHTE DAIGNEAU 
JOHN MERDECK 
SARAH GRIFFIN 
MARIE JOSEPHTE BRISSON 
ANN MILLER 
PIERRE CARTIER 
PATRICK DOYLE 
MARY CARR 

MARY BROOKS 
CATHERINE DONOVAN 
ALLICE REEVES 
ADELAIDE GRENIER 
MARIE ARCHANGE 

MONARQUE 
LOUISE SANDERSON 

FRANCOIS LEOOIJ 
GEORGE DAVIS 
MARY SMITH 
CECILE CASSIDY 
BRIDGET GRACE 
ANTHONY JONES 
MARIE SOUMIS 

ROSALIE PIGEON 
JUDY RILEY 

* Denotes a hu~band and wife being sued jointly. 
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34 GARIEPE, OLIVIER 
35 GREEN, WILLIAM 
36 HALL, NAHUM * 

(SEE ALSO SARAH THOMPSON) 
37 HAND, ANN * 

(SEE ALSO JOSEPH HAND) 
38 HAND, JOSEPH * 

(SEE ALSO ANN HAND) 
39 HOWARD, RORERT 
40 JACKSON, THOMAS 
41 JACOBS, SAMUEL 
42 JAMESON, HUGH 
43 KEEN, ELIZABETH * 

(SEE ALSO JEAN BAPTISTE 

44 KNAPP, MOSES 
45 LAFORCE, HYPOLITE 
46 LALONDE, JOSEPH 

47 LAMB, WILLIAM 
48 LANDGRIDGE, JOHN 

49 LEROUX, THOMAS 
50 LEPROHON, XAVIAR 
51 LONEY, LOUIS 
52 MACLEISH, MARGARET * 

WILLIAM SULLIVAN) 

(SEE ALSO JOSEPH FRASER) 
53 MCCONNELL, WILLIAM 
54 MCDONALD, FILOWRA * 

(SEE ALSO JAMES SCOLLIAN) 
55 MCDONALD, WILLIAM 
56 MCEACHERN, HECTOR 
57 MADIGAN, THOMAS 
58 MARTINAULT, PETER 

59 MAY, JOHN 
60 METCALF, WILLIAM 
61 MEYERS, JAMES 
62 MIETTE, PIERRE 
63 MILER, PETER 
64 MOLSON, JOHN 
65 MONK, SAMUEL WENTWORTH 
66 MOODY, WILLIAM 
67 MUNN, DAVID 
68 NATHAN, CATHERINE * 

(SEE ALSO WILLIAM BINLEY) 
69 OAKES, MARY 
70 O'CONNER, PATRICK 
71 PERKINS, THOMAS 
72 PERRAULT, JOSEPH 
73 PERRAULT, JOSEPH 
74 POMEROY, LOUIS 

(ALSO SPELLED LEWIS POMROY) 
75 PRIME, JAMES BURR 

MARGUERITE SAVOY 
BETTY CANNYDY 
ANNA STEPHEBNS 

ANN FERGUSON 

ANN FERGUSON 
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LUCY & FRANeES HOLLAND 
WILLIAM PAUL 
JOSEPHTE LETOURNEAU 
JAMES GOUDIE 
HENRY HIf~L 

JUDY WARD 
MARY DALTON 
MARIE AUCILE LA 

MAGDELAINE 
BEDDY HUGHES 
ELLEN CAMERON 
MARTIN CAVANY 
JOSEPH LEROUX 
ADELAIDE JETTE 
ROSE MCGLOW 
MARIE SOUMIS 

JOHN STACK 
MARY KERMAN 

JAMES COVEY 
EDWARD PUGH 
NANCY KOSGROS 
ROSE CONNELY 
MARY DUFFY 
GENEVIEVE JE~N VAINE 
MARY FOX 
SARAH GALLON 
MARY WHI'fE 
CHARLOTTE DUBOYETTE 
MARY LYNES 
MARGARET PARKER 
THOMAS BOWES 
CHARLOTTE BR ITON 
JOSEPH HILL 
ALICE GORMAN 

ELIZABETH TOWERS 
JANE CRAWFORD 
CADY SHAVELAN 
MARIE AMABLE LEPINE 
LOUISE PERRAULT 
MARGARET BRISBIN 
JAMES RILEY 
MARY MCMILLAN 



76 PURTON, THOMAS G. 
77 QUINTIN DIT DUBOIS, GABRIEL 
78 RAINSFORD, ANDREW 
79 ROBINSON, RICHARD 
80 ROE, JOHN HEILL 
81 RYAN, WILLIAM 
82 SCOLLIAN, JAMES * 

(SEE ALSO FILOWRA MCDONALD) 
83 SEXTON, RICHARD 
84 SHAW, SAMUEL 
85 SHEND, WILLIAM 
86 SIMMONS, JOSEPH 
87 SMITH, JOHN 
88 SMITH, WILLIAM 
89 SOLOMON, MORRIS 
90 SPRAGG, JOHN 
91 STANLEY, GEORGE 

92 STEBBINS, ELIZABETH * 
(SEE ALSO IABEZ D. D'WITT) 

93 STEPHENS, WILLIAM 
94 STEVENSON, WILLIAM 
95 SULLIVAN, JEAN BAPTISTE WILLIAM * 

(SEE ALSO ELIZABETH KEEN) 
96 THATCHER, BENJAMIN 
97 THISTLETHWAYTE, JAMES 
98 THOMPSON, SARAH * 

(SEE ALSO NAHUM HALL) 
99 WARWICK, JOSEPH 

100 WATERALL, JAMES 
101 WHITTLEMORE, THOMAS 

102 WILLIAMS, SARAH * 
(SEE ALSO THOMAS WILLIAMS) 

103 WILLIAMS, THOMAS * 
(SEE ALSO SARAH WILLIAMS) 

104 WILLARD, JOHN 
105 WILSON, CHARLES 
106 WILSON, ROBERT 
107 \·mOD, SARAH 

ESTER ANDEGRAVE 
MARIE HA:~EL 
JOHN NOBLE 
PATRICK DIGNAU 
NANCY MAXWELL 
MARGARET HOGAN 
MARY KERMAN 

THOMAS HAN LEY 
MICHAEL GRIMES 
JAMES LONG 
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THOMAS COLLINS 
CATHERINE MCGLORE 
JOHN BEATTY 
JANE STETHAM 
MARY MCMILLA~ 
CATHERINE FERGUSON 

LOUISE SANDERSON 

MARTHA WELCH 
MARIE TIBAU 
HENRY HILL 

PATRICK MCGAUVRAU 
THOMAS DUNCAN 
ANNA STEPHENS 

CATHERINE MARTIN 
ELEANOR SPANKLIN 
SOPHIA WHI'fE 
SOPHIA WHITE 
MARGARET KIOO 

MARGARET KIDO 

EDWARD BROWN 
ELLEN HANAH 
NANCY KENAOY 
ANN DUODLESTON 
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